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Professional educators·and industJ;"ial leaders can learn much from 
each other. Both education and industry benefit ·;,hen each makes avail-
able to -the other in:form,;1tioI). about existing conditions and practices. 
Cooperation _between industry and education in sharing facilities and 
knowledge results in mutual respect and in progress in attaining 
objectives. 
In business education, improvements have been made in many areas 
through the cooperative efforts of business educators and industrial 
managers. Managers in industry have suggested standards that business 
educators could consider. as one, of the guides in helping young people 
prepare for business careers. Professional business educators ask for 
advice _from industrial leaders, anq the educators serve industry as 
consultants in planning and in problem solving. This two-way communi-
cation system helps educators in schools of business to more adequate-
ly prepare·the student to -work·ef:l;ectively in industry. 
Although industry and education have worked together in maI).y 
projects, business educators and managers in industry could provide 
each other with educational information in the area of written commun, 
ication. For several years, some controversy _has existed regarding. 
letter writing instruction in business education at the college level.. 
Information is needed to indicate whether or not present business 
1 
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writing course objectives and textbook theory make a significant con-
tribution to the education of students preparing for careers in 
industry. 
Statement of the Problem 
Some managers in industry believe·that business educators could· 
better prepare young men and women for.the writing responsibilities 
they will have in.business employment. Personnel managers and train-
ing supervisors frequently complain that;. some recent college graduates 
in company training programs cannot communicate effectively .. in writing. 
The problem is to get specific information from industry that can 
serve as.a guide to.business educators regarding the business writing 
knowledges and skills that undergraduate students should acquire and 
the experiences·that they should undergo in their pre-employment. 
written communications training. 
El~ments of the Problem 
Answers were. sought to the following aspects .. of communication in 
a company: 
Who are.the personnel!with,writ:i,.ng responsibilities?. 
What are· the cempany writers'- attitudes· toward selected 
aspects of textbook theory? .· 
What are managements' opinions regarding selected aspects. 
of oral and written communication with,in the company? 
What is the read~bility lev~l of letters in this company? 
What.kinds of work experiences.do the workers have and 
. I 
whctt · are the educational backgrounds. and· attitudes.· of 
the workers .in·this company who have.a contributory 
responsibility for wr:i,.tten communication? 
3 
What is the .role,of·the stenographer in written 
.cotl}Illunication?. 
Definition of Terms 







Workers .£!'.. Employees _ 
General Cl.erical Workers 
£!_ Employees _ 
Communication is the process of 
sharing information by any mea~s· 
whatsaever. 
.l; 
Business communication differs _from. 
general communicatien only·. in that· 
business commun:i..cation takes.place 
in a business .context. 
Written communicat:i..on refers gener-
ally t~ company-generated letters, 
meIQorandums, · and businesi;; repqrts , 
and to the letters a'I!,d·reports 
received by the company. · Ot~er 
items ._of writteQ. communications are· 
specifically mentioned in the _text_ 
materiaL, 
In this study, readal:>ility refers _ 
specf:fically .to word·cho:tce, 
sentence length, .and voice •. 
The clerical personnel,are the 99 
workers who·. normally do .not have , 
responsibility for composing lett;ers t· 
memorandumst or reports •. The 
clerical personnel·, are below the· 
management level ·and, are.divided 
into two groups: secretarial .work~ 
ers .and general cleric~! worker~.· 
The secretarial/stenographic workers. 
are t4e 54 .employees who .take ·dict~-
tion, type, .and perform stenographic· 
duties .as part·of their regular job. 
The general·. clerical , workers a-re the 
45 employees who are·cashiers and 
keypunch opel;."ators·anq. who generally 
are •. not responsible for taking d:i..c-
tation or for pe~forming the work 
of a stenographer or secretary. 
Writers The "writers" are the people in the 
company who compose.communications 
as . part . of their regular job. · 
General Procedure 
A pilot study was.made in·a corporation to help determine the. 
aspects of company communication which should be studied. Over 250 
letters and interoffice memorandums were evaluated. The Gunning Fog 
·, 
Index was .. used . to determine the level of readability .and a. count was 
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made of·. the number of active and· passive voice sentences. The use of. 
expletives, deadwood phrases, trite expressions, and other aspects of 
written communication suggested questions which shouldbe.asked. 
Company manl;lgers witb writing responsibilities were interviewed, and 
secretarial and clerical personnel gave opinions about.the effective-
ness of company communications. 
The pilot study was of value .in constructing the ipterview g11~s-
tionnaire and in writing the questions.answered by secretarial and 
clerical personnel in the·communication study. The pilot study helped 
determine which aspects of cempany communications should be studied 
that would give business educators,a better knowledge of writing re-
sponsibilities in. industry •. 
The.· data. for the-study were obtained by interviewing management 
persennel, by analyzing letters written by management personnel in 
various,company departments, and by,distr:ibuting quest;ionnaires to. 
secretarial and clerical personnel. 
The study .was ccmducted in -the Oklahomc;t Gas· and Electric Company, 
an independent investor-owned electric utility. The company, incor-
porated in,1902, supplies electric service to 261 cities and towns 
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t~roughout a 30,000-square-mile area in Oklahoma;and Western Arkansas. 
The general office in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; and the seven operating 
divisions,employ a·tqtal of 2,650 persons. The company reported a 
tot_al revenue of $113,800,327 for the year 1968. 
The president of the. company gave permissien for the communica·· 
ti_on resear:ch to be· conducted .in the following departments: Co~trae,ts, _ 
Accounting, Advertisin,g and Pub+icity, Sales,. Engineering, and -Per- __ 
sonnel. 
The company president-explained to the heads of the-departments 
the purpose and·nature of the cemmunication study te be made in their 
company. - Company personnel frqm the president to the clerical person-
nel with contribqtory writing responsibilities.realized the value of 
the study, aQ.d they wer_e very he+pful in the data-gathering phase of 
the research~ 
Procedure for Interviewing Man~_gement Personnel· 
with. Writing Responsibilities 
Fifty-eight 1managers with writing responsibilities were inter-
viewed about. seleGted aspeGts o~ company_- comm1,mications. The in""."depth 
personal-interview revealed writers' attitudes.about academic courses, 
of most value to their writing responsibilities. The·writers .gave. 
reasons for n~ing the cqurses·as.being valuable. The company.writers 
also sharec;l, their beliefs about aspects of textbook theory and gave 
suggesti9ns for improving business writing instructions. The in~depth 
interview revealed managements' opinions about,aspects of: oral and. 
written communication within-the company. 
An appointme'Q.t waE! made with each mari~ger.for an interview. The 
length:of-the interview was usually from 60.minutes to 90 minutes. 
Many of the · .. interview sessions were, 90 minutes in. length~ 
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Most of the company writer.s were familiar with the aspects. of 
busine~s letter writing textbook theory presented. An explanation of· 
each·aspect of textboolt'theory,was given; and-then questions the 
company writer had about the writing theory were answered.·· Each re-
sponse of the company.writer was recorded in shorthand.or longhand· 
during the interview session •. · 
An interview form was used to struc.ture the _inte1;view, but the. 
company writer was·encouraged.to continue his response if the explan-
ation related to communicat.ion. 
Several managers with .writing responsibilities mentioned-that.the 
interview had be.en of value to them as· a review of writing principles. 
Some of the writers said that the .interview had thoroughly covered 
communication in their company. 
Even though the iQ.terviews had taken much time, -the company writ""'.' 
ers _at the close·of the interview were.eager to give assistance if 
he.lp w~re needed lat~r. 
Pi::ocedure for Determining Readability of Company Letter1;1 
Some business educators who· teach business letter writing courses 
believe that; word choice, sentence.length, and voice selection inflt,i'."" 
ence · readability. - Th~se teachers just referred to stress the impor-. 
tance of readable writing in: business letters-'.""writing that gets .,to ·-
the point quickly and conveys a .message that leaves little opportunity 
for mi-sinterpretaticm._ 
Hew much importanc;e, if ~my, does industry place on.simplicity 
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and directness in business lett.er writing. When managers in industry 
ment.ion that young college .graduates beginning business careers cannot 
commut;1.icate,in writing, do the managers mean that the.young people are 
not giving proper attention to word.choice, sentence length, and voice 
selection; .or.is .readability (which includes. the qualities of simplic-
ity and directness of style) in writing a consideration at,all in 
industry? Informatio'Q. about·the readability level of letters in.in-
d1,1stry and. the nature and purpases .of·. business letters could serve as 
an in,dicator of the importance industry pl,ace$ on word choice, sentence 
length, and. voice selection in business writ,ing. If one· of.· the pur~ 
poses ,of· business let;ter writing instruction is to help train students· 
to write more effectively,in.industry, then information about what 
in,dustry considers .to-be effective writing is of value to business 
educators. 
Six:departme'Q.ts in the.company provided a total of 134 letters 
for eval~ation. This evaluation of company let;ters covered the read-. 
ability level -.as measured by the Gunning Fog Index, the ~iting pur- · 
pases, and the-nature of the business letters in each department~ It 
is believed that 134 letters from six.departments ia an ac;lequate 
number ta make·the sample.reasonably representative of the quality of 
writing throughout the company. 
In. the .analysis of· the 134 lett~rs" each letter was given a .num-. 
ber. . The numbe-r of senten~es . in. each letter was recorded ·and·· the 
numher of. sentences with passive voice was also recorded. · Th~ Gunning 
Fog Index ,was c<;>mput;:ed for each letter.. The subject and purpase af 
each letter was determined and an evaluation was made·as_to whether or 
not the. purpase.af the letter had been accomplished. 
Procedure,for Determining Personnel Attitudes About 
Oral and .Written Communication in the Company. 
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In addition to interviewing management personnel with writing re.,. 
sponsibilities and determining .the.readability of company letters, a 
study was made of clerical personnel,attitudes toward ol;'al and writteil 
communication in.the company. 
To gather information regarding personnel,attitudes about oral· 
and written communic~tion in·the coll).pany, a questionnaire was distrib-
uted to each of 99 clerical personnel. The cleric~l ·pe:i;-sonnel, which. 
inc],udes both secretarial ,.and general clericc!,l workers, have· a part in 
the.communication process as they receive the oral and written commun-
ication of management personnel, interpret.the information, and then 
respond to the message. The·communieation process in·a company per.,. 
vades-the entire organization. Secretarial workers .contribute to the 
cammunicat:Lon process by typ:l.ng, taking dictat:i,.on, and by proofreading. 
The·company,president gave permission for the questionnaires to 
be· given to the, workers while they were on the job. · The clerical, 
personnel·re~urned·the completed questionnaire the day following the 
distribµtfon. · 
A.cover letter on the,questionnaire explained that the questions 
are part of a,business.communic~tion study and that the end result of 
this research, hopefully, will be improved instruction in business 
letter writing. 
Limitations· 
The·in..-depth analysis of the _communication practices and attitudes· 
in.one cc;>mpany is probably not completely representative of the system 
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of communication practices·and attitudes·in all companies. 
A pessible weakness of the in:--depth interview .is that the respond~ 
ent may talk to and interact with.the interviewer in.an unnatural 
m~nner. Therespondent is som~times concerned with giving "acceptable" 
answers.. The -interviewer attempted .to limit the effects of this weak-
ness by using care· in the phrasing and· in the-_ asking of questions. 
CHAPTER II 
PERSONNEL WITH WRITING RESPONSIBILITIES 
Fifty-eight company managers communicate in writing as a.part·of 
their regular job. In general, all personnel above the rank of general 
clerk, stenographer, and secretary.communicate in writing as·part·of 
their job. 
Cempany personnel who .have.assigned writing responsibilities in-
clude managers of departments, auditors, accountants, statisticians, 
supervisors, engineers, architects, employment interviewers, members 
of the sales staff, and company directors. 
The titles of·the management personnel.who communicate·in writing 
as a part of their regular job are: 
Titles of Managers 
Manager.of General Accounting 
Manager.of Audits 
Manager of Corporate Insurance 
Manager .of General Sales 
Manager of Advertising and Publicity 
Manager of Community Services 
Manager of Industrial and Commercial Sales 
Manager of Industrial Development 
Manager of Sales Promotion 
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Manager of Engineering 
Titles £1 Supervisors, 
Supervisor of Sales Statistics 
Supervisor of Publicity 
Supervisor of Engineering Records and 
Reproduction. 
Supervisor·of Personnel Records 
Supervisor of Empl<;>yment 
Supervisor of Employee.Welfare 
Supervisor of Group Insurance and Annuities 
Supervisor of Credit Union 
Titles of Directors ~ Chiefs 
Director.of Training and Safety 
Director of Personnel Administration 
Chief Planning Engineer 
Chief of Engineering Services 
Chief Mechanical-Structural Engineer 
Chief Distribution Engineer . 
Chief Substation and·· Transmission Design 
Engineer. 
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The length of employment before the responsibilities began, the. 
nature of·. the writing responsibilities, and the educational. backgrounds 
of the writers are di!:lcussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Length of·Employment Before Writing Re$ponsibilities Began. 
Some.of the company writers accepted writing responsibilities 
almost as soo.n as. they . began their work with the company. Some of 
these writers wrote job-training reports during the first days of em-
ploymellt, and some writers were responsible for preparing interoffice 
memor~ndums. These company writers completed form$ requiring the 
composition .of a sentence or several sentences in the response column. 
Fifteen, or 25 per cent, of the 58 writers accepted writing re..-
sponsibilities during their first week c;,f employment (Table I). 
Thirty-five, or 60 per cent, of the 58 writers were responsible for 
written communicatien .within the first 6 months of employment. 
Those·writers employed for five years or more before·assuming 
writing responsibilities believe that the number of years they worked 
before writing is not representative of how long the majority of em-
ployees work before writing. These writers worked in operational .. 
position$ before transferring to. jobs where writing became part of the 
job duties. The fact that. many of the new employees· who are wqrking 
in.management-trainee positions have writing responsibilities in this 
company soon after employment suggests that business writing teachers 
emphasize to young people the immediacy of writing in jobs with 
industry. 
The Nature of the Writing Responsibilities 
and Time Spent in Writing 
Fifty-three, or 91 per cent of the 58 company writers write 
letters, reports, and interoffice memorandums;. 
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TABLE I 
LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT BEFORE WRITING RESPONSIBILITIES BEGAN 
Length of Employment 
Before Writing 
Responsibilitiea 
Began Number of Writers Per C,ent of Writers. 
Don't Remember 5 9 
Immediately. 13 22 
One Week 15 25 
Two Weeks 1 2 
30 Days. 1 2 
60 Days 1 2 
6 Months 4 7 
1 Year 1 2 
l~ Years 2 3 
2 Years 2 3 
3 or 4 Years 5 9 
5 Years 4 7 
10 Years 2 3 
15 Years 1. 2 
20 Years. 1 2 
TOTAL 58 100 
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,Budget reports -. 
Technical repc;>rts . 
Engineering reports 
Applicant summary reports 
Equal·opport1,1nity repqrts. 
Reports on conventions-
In addition to writing letters, reperts, and-interoffice mE;mto-
randums,.the 58 company writers also compose: 
Legal document_s · and contacts 
Policies and procedures 
Testimonial statements for government __ 
commissiqns 
Safety ins~ruc~ions 




Instructic,ms · for machine operators·. 
Questionnaires . 
Complet'ion of.incoming questionnaires 
Monthly cOril.pany -magazine , 
Company newsle.ttet.'. 
Publicity releases·to news media 
Promotional advertising copy 
Sales quot~ bulletins 
Annual.sales conference speeches 
Bullet:ins about new products, 




Bulletin board announcements about 
promotions, retirements, etc. 
Th~· writers'. estimate.s of. the per cent of time spent in writing 
on.the job range from 1.per cent to 70 per cent. 
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Eighteen, .or 31 per cent, of t:he writers believe they spend from. 
6 to 10 per cent .. of each work day in communicating by writing (Table 
II). Eleven, or 20 per cent, of .the writers think that from 21 to 25 
per cent of .their work day is spent in writing. Only 4 of.the 58 
writ.era .believe that as much_ as 50 per cent of their work .time is 
spet;1.t in.fulfilling writing responsibilitie$. The average per cent 
of time spet;1.t in writing by all,the 58 writers .is 21 per cent. 
The company writer$ believe·, that writ:i,ng responsibilities increase 
with the length of service until a top management.position is reached. 
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Top managemen~ personnel·delegate·many.writing responsibilities to 
subordinates. 
TABLE II 
PER CENT OF·TIME SPEITT IN WRITING 
Estimated Per Cent of · · 











































The following discussion of the educatioµal·bac;kgrounds of the 
writers incl.udes the academic:.courses · of value to their writing re.;. 
sponsibilitie1:1 and.the writers 1 opinions about,the importance of busi-. 
ness .writing instruction. 
The educational backgrounds;of.the company.writers show·prepara-
tion in many aca<:lemic areas. Forty-:"two, or 72 per.cent, of the 58. 
writers have ea,rned baccalaµreat;:e degree1:1 (Table Il;I). 
TABLE. III, 
DEGREES HELD BY TH;E·WRITERS 
Bachelc;>r of ·Science 34 
Bachelor of Business. Administ;rat:i,.on 6 
Bachelor of Arts 1 
Bachelor. of Fine Arts 1 
TOTAL 42 
Master of Busii,.ess-Admi~istration 2 
Mast'ei;: of Scienc,e- 1 
Juris Doctor 1 
TOTAL 4 
18 
Seventeen.of the company writers majored in.engineering, and l~ 
of the writers majored in-business administration and related-business 
areas (Table IV). 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF ··COLLEGE-TRAINED. COMPANY WRITERS AND 
THEIR ACADEMIC MAJORS 







































Eighteen of the_baccalaureate degrees_were_grant:ed by the Univers-
ity of Oklahoma (Tab.le V). 
TABLE V 
INSTITUTION:S GRANTING DEGREES. TO COMPAl'lY WRITERS 
Colleges.and Universities 
University of Oklahoma, 
Oklahoma State Unive'I'.sity 
Oklahoma C;l.:ty University 
University of.Arkansas 
Texas Christian University 
Harding College· 
Augus.tana College 
Our Lady of the Lake·- College 
University of Kansas . 
Oklahoma Baptist University 
Tulane University 
TOTAL· 














Most·of the degrees earned.were.granted by the University of 
Oklahoma ancl by Oklah~ma·St1;1te University •. However, a number of the 
degrees were grant~d-by_uni,versities and colleges.in Kansas; Texas, 
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and'Arkansas. 
Academic Courses of.Value !,!·Writing Responsibilities 
The· company writers have· de:Unite beliefs about the academic 
coursewerk of most value to those with, writing responsibilities. 
Campany .-writers think of a business communication course as. being 
a business·letter writing course. Their interpretation of the -business 
collllllun;J.cation cc;,urse is generally bas~d-on.the way.the course was pre-:-: 
sented when they took the course. 
Eighteen, or 3l·per;. cent, -of the 58 writers.believe that Fres~an 
English or English Composition is the academic area of most value to .. 
their writ:ing responsibilities. These 18 writers did not study a 
bu,siness letter writ:ing course in .their college.work. Thi;rteen, or 
22 per .. cent, of the :company writers believe that a business letter . 
writing cqurse is helping them most·with their writing responsibil-
ities •. 
Other academic courses :-named as being valuc;1.ble in preparation for 
writing responsibilit:i,es include: business law, moneyand banking, 
modern languages, advertising, psychology, journalism, speech, report 
writing, and business English., 
Company writers give many reasons-for naming these.courses as 
being valuabl_e. Comments of the_ 18 writers who believe that an 
English .course is of most val,ue te their writing responsibili_ties are: 
Jl:nalish helps -one•to.identify ,parts of 
speech · 
En_glish ;coureework provides experience. in 
working for clear expression of ideas 
The course develops-the vecabulary·o~ a 
student 
The,diagramming experience in an English. 
course helps one to understand sentenc;e 
structure· 
English coursework provides training in 
organi:zation of thoughts in a sequence 
English coursework gives students instruc-
tion.in.how·to condense wordy paragraphs 
Comments,of·the 13 writers who believe that a business letter 
writing .course is the best preparation for writing in.indu$try are: 
Business writing class assignments cover 
practical communication problems in industry. 
Busines$ writing instruction helps one to 
develop a clear, concise writing style 
Business writing tlleory covers the compo ... 
sition of many types of letters 
Business letter writing is a much--needed 
capstone course in the business curriculum 
Other·courses wtiters·believe .to be of value to good writing 
performance, with .reasons, are: 
Business law, because letter writing is 
of .. a legal nature · 
Money and banking, because it provides 
report writing experiences that help to 
develop a direct writing $tyle 
Modern languages, becau$e they help to 
develop vocal;:,ulary . and word power 
Advertising, because . it helps the writer . 
learn to put the reader into the message 
Psy<;:hology, because it helps one to under-,. 
stand communication problems 
Speech, bec;ause it aids one to think and 
communicate under pressure; 
Report writing, because the instructor 
placed more importance on the .communication 
process . than :on punctuation and . grammar •. 
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In other words,.seven courses in addition to specific courses in 
business letter writing were noted by the 58 writers as being valuable 
in qualifying theI!I to write more effectively. 
From the preceding discussion, .one may·see that a variety of 
course work is of value in helping company writers with the many writ-
ing responsibilities .that. industry demands. 
Importance·£! Business Writ:i,.ng Instruction 
Although company writers list coursework other than business 
letter writ:i,.ng courses as being of value .to their writing tasks, they 
believe that business writing instruction helps.to alleviate communi-
cation problems in industry. Many of the writer:s who gave merits of; 
studying other courses did not study a business letter writing course 
in their college work~ 
All of the 58 writers believe that students planning a career in 
industry should study business writing. The following ar:e attitudes 
of the writers: 
The success of an employee in a corpor~~ 
tion will depend upon his ability to 
communicate 
Students who think they will not have 
writing responsibilities in industry are 
badly mistaken 
As an employee progresses in·the company, 
his writing responsibi,lities increase 
An employee's ability to communicate can· 
compensate for many shortcomings 
With most jobs in industry, young people 
need to write memorandums and short reports 
beginning the first week of employment 
Adults find it difficult.to·inform.young 
people about.the importance of religion 
and-hard work·and the need.for writing 
ability -
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Company writers believe that writing responsibilities begin.ear-
lier with he¥ employees now than in former years. The writers are in 
agreement that young people·considering careers inbusiness should. 
develop positive attitudes toward·writing because of the importance 
industry places on the·ability to communicate orally _and in writing. 
The-~ompany writers believe that writing responsibilities incl".ease 
with: the length --of service until _a top .management position is, reached. 
They.believe that a varif1!ty of; coursework is of value .in helping 
those who have writing responsibili~ies in industry. The fact that 
100 per _ cent -.. of the writers in this company believe that young people 
planning a career in industry should study business letter wri;ing 
should be of some·significance to curriculum planners. 
CHAPTER III 
WRITERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD SELECTED ASPECTS·OF TEXTBOOK 
THEORY-AND TJ;IEIR SUGG:Ji:STIONS FOR IMPROVING 
BlJSINESS WRI'l'ING INS.TRUCTION 
Business_ writing textbook authors discuss writing techniques and 
qualities they believe -are necessary to.,communicating effectively .. in. 
writing. - Many-teachers of,business -writ:i,.ng courses give instruction 
to bt1sin~ss students in the application of these techniq_ues, and qual- -_ 
itie~, sometimes called writing theory. Some of the _aspects of writ:ing 
theory that-receive considerable attention from authoi;-s_ an4 teachers 
inc],ude. the u~e of, or the -avoidance of: - active voice, expletive 
sentence beginnings, .deadwood-phrases, trite expressions, one-:-syl.l,able 
words, you-attitude; positive,tone, and.success consciousness. Men.in 
in4ustry, st;._udents, _teachers, and -curriculum planners -sometimes -ques-. 
tion _the value .of emphasizing these aspects of writing theory. 
Attitudes Toward_. Selected Aspects of Textbook Theory 
The data for the study of attitudes,was obtained by interviewing. -
An.aspect of writing theory would be.ident:i.fied and defined, by the 
interviewer. During this-brief discussion, ,the interviewer would tz:y 
to detei;-mine whet_her the compa-ny writer undei;-stood · the meaning of the 
tent). as·it applies to-writing theory. When.the interviewer was reason-. 
ably certain that the respondent_understood·the writing theory po:i,.nt, 
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he would ask·the questien calling for the attitude of the writer 
toward that aspect of writing theory. 
The 58 .. writers gave· a .variety o:I;. answers _to questions about. 
selected aspects of business letter wr.iting theory. The· aspects 
st;udi~d fall geD,erally into two categories: those·pertaining specif-
ically to sente11ce structure and diction; a~d those pertaining to tQe 
writer'._s viewpoi_nt •. 
Sentence Structure and niction 
Sentence structure and diction theory aspects.are: 
Active Voice Construction 
Expletive~ 
Deadwood·Phrase1;1 
Short, Simple Words 
Active Voice. Some business lett:er writing textboqk·authors sup-
port the idea that writers i11 industry cou+d improye the effectiveness 
of letters, memorandums;,and reports by.writing predominan.tly_in 
act;ive voice. - Men,ning and Wilkinson in their textbook,write that 
passive :construct;ie:,ns are·. usually lc,nger, we.aker ,. and fuzzier than 
active ones, 1 B~siness lette:t;" writing teachers, in general, fayer the 
effort. to write predominately -.in active .voice. 
Th:i,rty-:-seven, or 64 per cent, of the 58 writer1:1 believe.- that. writ-
ing predominantly in active voice is .desirable (Table VI). 
l 
J. H. Menning and C. -W. Wilkinson, Communicating Through Letters 
and Reports, fourth edition, Ric;.hard D. Ii;win, Inc." Homewood, 
Illineis, 1967, p. 40. 
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TABLE VI 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ACTIVE VOICE 
Of Very 
Highly Of Some Little No 
Important Importance Importance Opinion. Depends Total 
Number of 11 26 14 5 2 58 
Writers 
Per Cent 19 45 24 9. 3 100 
of Writers 
Eleven of them believe it is highly desiraqle. These 37 writers 
who believe iq consciously writtng in active voice .think that doing so 
makes writing more concise--that.it contributes to a more direct.writ-:-
ing style. They.admit·that conscious.use of active voice takes time 
but think it is worth the effort.· One writer uses passive voice, 
though, to "soothe an angry customer'.' on occasion. 
Fourteen, only 24 per cent, of the .58 writers believe that. writ-
ing in active .voice is of very little importance. Attitudes of these 
14 writers include: 
Active voice is not important to the 
writing respansibilities 
Window dressing is sometimes needed 
to give a letter sufficient length 
A number of these fourteen writers be:l.ieve, as do many teachers 
af business writing, that a writer shauld simply strive ta communicate 
well withaut being conscious·of the mechanics for doing so. 
The fact that 64 per cent of ·the writers in·this company believe. 
that active voice communicates mo'l'."e effectively than pa1:1sive voice 
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seems to justify .teachers' efforts .to·emphasize the merits .of active. 
voice in business letter writing. 
Expletives._ Menning and Wilkinson in their textbook.write that 
expletive beginnings.delay the reai.idea of the sentence and frequently 
force a writer. to use the 1,memphatic passive voice. 2 Responses from 
company,writers about,expletives generally support·the view that the 
expletive beginning delays the main·idea of the message. 
Thirty-six, or 62 per.cent, of the.58 writers believe-that elimi-· 
nating the expletive .sentence beginning is desirable (Table VII). 
TABLE VII 
T:ijE IMPORTANCE OF ELIMINATING THE·.EXFLETIVE BEGINNI~G 
Of .Very. Depends 
Highly .. af Some· Little No on the 
Important·Importance Importance Opinion Situation Total 
I 
Number of 15 21 20 1 1 58 
Writers 
Per··Cent . 26 36 35 1.5 1.5 100 
of Writers. 
Fift;een,of them bel,ieve it is highly important. These·36 writers 
who believe in eliminating the expletive sentence beginning think that 
expletives make the main· point of the senten~e. difficult to find" •. 
2 Loe. cit. 
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l'hey belieye that . the elimination. of expletives ·.contributes to clarity . 
and conciseness in writ,ing. 
Twenty, or 35 per cent, of the 58 write'I'.i; think that elimill,ating 
the expletive sentence beginning is of very little importance. Atti~ 
tudes·of these twenty writers include: 
Expletives are·necessary.for change 
of pace in writing 
ExpletivEas provide a writer wit.h a 
transitional device 
: 
Expletives. help a writer to acl_l.ieve 
conversational tone 
'l'he fact·that 62 per cent of the writers in this company .believe 
tQat e+iminating the expletive sentence beginning is.desirable would 
seem to· wai;rant some attentic:,m to .. expletives in .. the business writing 
classroom •. 
Deadwood. Phrases. Some textbook autho~s refer to · the vague·. 
phrase as being deadwood or gobbledygook. William A. ,Damerst in his. 
textbook, Resourceful Business Comm1,mication, writes that gobbledygook 
is wqrds; phrases, and clauses that are much too long and camplex, and 
3 that.seem to say something meaningful but really say nothing at all. 
Business writing teachers belie~e that gobbledygook or deadwood phrases 
contribute nothing to ideas expressed. Writers in this company have 
very.definite opinions.about the.elimination of the.deadwood,phrase. 
Fifty-two; or 90 per cent, of the 56 writers .believe that elim- . 
inating deadwood· phrases · in business writ:i.ng is desirable (Table VII.I) • 
3william .A. ·Damerst, Re$ourceful Business Commt.micatic;m, Harcourt, 
Brace & World, .Inc., Chicago, Illi,noie, 1966, p. 150. 
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TABLE VIII 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ELIMINATING THE DEADWOOD PHRASE 
Of Very Depends 
Highly Of Some Little No Upon the 
Important ·Importance Importance Opinion Situation Total 
Numbe17 of 33 19 5 1 58 
Writers 
Per Cent 57 33 8 2 100 
of Wri.ters 
Thirty~three of them believed it is highly important. A number 
of these 33 writers believe; as do most teachers of business letter 
writing, that the elimination of deadwood phrases contributes to clar-
ity and to preciseness in expression. One writer thinks that the use 
of deadwood phrases projects a poor company image to the reader. One 
of the.33 writers admits that writers who have practiced a writing 
style for many·years often reject ideas such as eliminating deadwood, 
phrases. 
Five, only 8 per cent, of the 58 writ.ers believe that the elim-
ination of the deadwood phrase is of very little importance" Atti-
tudes of these five .writers are: 
Short sentences make for choppy 
reading 
The·longer phrase something does a 
better job of explaining 
Short.letters sound impersonal 
Ninety per cent of the writers in this company believe that the 
elimination of deadwood phrases contributes to more effective 
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COllllllUnication •. 
Short, Simple Words.· For three reasons, .short, simple words are. 
more.useful to .businessmen than long, complicated words: (1) the 
common. word · is more. likely to .. be· understood; (2) it consumes· leS1s time 
for the dictator, the typist; ail,d the reader; and (3) it.calle. less 
4 attention to.writing style .. 
Forty-six, or.79 per cent, of the company wri,ters believe,that 
the use of .short, si~ple,words is d~sirable_in business writing (Table 
IX). 
T{,\.BLE IX 
TUE l;MPORTANCE OF SHQRT, SIMP~E WORDS 
Of Very Depends 
Highly Of Some. Little. No· Upon the 
Important; Importance Importance Opinion Situation Total· 
Number of 22 24 8 4 58 
Writ.ers _ 
Per Cent 38 41 14 7 100 
of Writers .. 
Twenty-two of ,them believe it is highly important. These-46 
writers who believe in wrJting with short words think that; daing so. 
4William c. Himstreet an4 Wayne M. Baty, Business Communications,, 
Principles and Methods; second edition,. Wadsworth Publishing Company, 
Inc., Belmont, California, 1965; pp •. 53, 54. 
makes the-meaning more precise. They thiri.k that most-readers "skip 
over the big words" if they,da not understand thelll- rathe-i; than find 
the_definitions·in the ,dictionary~ The WJ;"iters believe-that.the uee 
of short words is-very.important-if the writer d,oes not.know the 
reader--that unknown-readers may-not understanq words of many sylla-
bles. 
Eight, only.14 per cent, of the 58 writers believe that writing 
with sho_rt words is of very.littl,e importance. Attitudes of.these 
writ_ers. include the follow:lng statements: 
Too many short-words are-monotonous. 
Readers evalu~te the intelligence of 
the writer by the level of language 
he uses 
The receiver of a message should govern 
the level.of lang1,1age· 
Gradeschool words are condescending in 
nature· 
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.Tqe fact· that -79 per cent of the _writers: in this -company believe. 
that short, ·simple .words contribute to more effective written colllI!lun-
ication should help to justify a discussion in business writing class-
es about-the relationship of short.words to preciseness and clarity of. 
expression. 
The-Writer's-Viewpoint 






You-Attitude. The hard business reason for you-viewpoint 
presentation is that when you show you are aware.of and are doing 
something about your reader·' s needs or problems, he will react more. 
favorably to your suggestion. 5 
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An example.of a short.explanation of the you-attitude given to a. 
company writer follows: 
Some textbook writers say that the you-attitude 
in letter writing emphasizes benefits to the reader 
while subordinating the writer's interests, In 
this approach, the.writer shows that he is thinking 
of the reader and his welfare. How do you view the 
use of the you-attitude in company communications? 
Fifty-four, or 93 per cent, of the 58 writers believe that the 







THE IijPORTANCE OF THE YOU-ATTITUDE 
Of Very Depends, 
Highly Of Some Little No Upon.the 
Important Importance Importance Opinion Situation Total 
42 12 1 1 2 58 
72 21 2 2 3 100 
5Menning and Wilkinson, ..2.P.· cit., p. 67. 
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Forty-two of , them believe it is highly important. Some of. the. 
fifty'-four·who believe.in the use.of the you-,attitude rate this as the 
most important aspeGt of writing theory, The writers.believe tqat the 
you:-attitude is very-important to developing and '!llaintaining goodwill 
but think that the you .... attitude is .ineffective if.sincerity does·not 
acco.mpan,y the, you"'.'.vieW,point. 
Oqly one·of _the 58 writers.believe that the you-attitude is.of 
very little_importanc;e. 
The fact;·that.93 per cent of the writers in thiE! company,believe 
th,at the.use of tQe you-attitude contributes to more effective ,written 
communicat;ion ,should help to justify the ·tel:lching of: the y<;>u-,at:titµde 
co.ncept in,business-letter writing classes. 
Positive . Tone. - Menning and _ Wilkinso'Q. write in __ their text; "Proper . 
to'Q.e · and the ,service at:titl;!.de are· the methods, of winning the reader's-. 
frietldlil'),ess •. If yo.u.want-your letter!:! to build goodwill,. you.will. 
make a conscious effort,to control the,tone. 116 
Company writers give a variety of opinio.ns about -the use of .. 
positive tone.in wr:(.tten business communication. 
Thirty-nine, or 67 per ceQ,t, of the _58 writers believe,that :the 
consc;ous,effort·to ,control the ,tone-~rt letters and memorandums is, 
desirable (Table Xl). 
Thirteen of them believe it-is ,highly-desirable. A number of 
these 39 writers believe, as do many teachers of business letter writ-, 
ing, that,-a writ.er should ope!), and _close a-letter ,with ,positive ,state-
ments--,that negative news should fall somewhere.in the middle of the 
6 Ibid • , p. 7 8 • 
TABLE XI 
THE IMPORTANCE OF POSITIVE TONE 
Of Very 
Highly.. Of Some· Littl,e No 
Important· Importance Importance Opinion 
Number of .Writers 13 26 16 1 
Per Cent,of Writers 22 45 28 2 
Depend,s 










letter. , They admit· that wr_iters should ,apologize if an apology, is. it\-. 
order but _that· .. writers · should not , begin a letter . with an apology. · 
Si~t;een,, onl,y 28.per cent,.of the 58 writers·believe that writing. 
with positive ,tone, is· of very. litt],e importance. Attitudes -of these 
writers are: 
Even ._"please'' and "kindly" are, red 
flag words to .. some. people· 
Positive tone ·seems t0. be inconsiste.nt 
with the .you-attitude 
Positiv:e tone·does·not always tell the· 
whole ti::uth· 
The fact that 67 per,cent of the_writers in this company believe 
t~at the conscious effort to cqntrol tone·results in more effective. 
written cammunicat_ion .should help justify the ,teaching of ·how to con-
trol tone in business letter writing. 
Succees Consciousness. An explanatioll of the-success conscious-
ness principle . follows: . 
Success consc;i.ousness is-the confident-attitude 
that your reader . will ,do wha.t you ask him to do or 
accept the .decisio_n. yot,ir · letter announces. Success 
consciousness is base4 on yQur own conviction that. 
your, explE).nation is adequate, your· suggest.ion legit-
imate and valuable to your.reader; your decision the 
result-of adequat:e·evidence and logical, business:-
like reason;ng.7. 
Company writers generally favor the.use of the success conscious, 
ness principle· in .written cmnmunicat_ion. 
Forty-six, or 80 per cent; of the_58writers believe,that the u~e 
of the success consciousness principle in written communications,is 
deeira~le (Thble-XII). 
7 Ibid., p. 74. -· 
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TABLE X:\:I 
TH~ IMPORTANCE OF SUCCESS CONSCIOUSNESS 
Of .Very. Depends 
Highly Of Some• Little - No Upon the __ 
Important ·Importance -Importance -Opiniqn Situation Total 
Number of 
Writer.s· 
29 _ 17 6 1 5 58 
Per Cent 
of Writers 
50 30 10 1.5 8.5 100 
Twent:y-nine of them believe it is highlydesirable. These 46 
writer.s who believe.in the_ use.of the success .consciousness principle. 
in writing think.that a confiden,t tone·in writt;en commut;1.icat:ions is 
very important, They admit·th~t the writer who has a confident tone 
in his-writ:(.ng must use caution to avoid.being presumptuous. Some· 
company writers .believe that conviction in writing is.more,important: 
in sa,les _letters than -in other types of letters._ 
Six; only 10 per cent, of the 58 wr:Lters believe,that writing 
with a_confident tone is of very little importance. Attitudes of 
these-six writers .are: 
Writers in sta~f pesitions should 
avoid·the succ;:ess.consciousness prin-
ciple when writing to-line personnel 
Confident tone· is .very close to a. 
"bulldogging attitude'.' 
·The success consciousness principle 
leaves too much room for misinterpre-
tation 
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The fact that 80 per cei:it.of the writers in·this company believe 
that the success consciousness principle.is an effective aspect of writ-
ing theqry would·seem to warrant the .inclusion of this principle in the 
business letter writing instructional program. 
Trite Expressions. All kinds of trite expressions and jargon-~ 
usually .the result of hazy thinking, or not thinking, by the writer--
are·inclined to dull interest and·put the reader to sleep instead of 
stimulating his mind to action. 8 Other names for the trite expression 
include: bromides, commercialese, and $tereotyped language. 
Fifty-eight, or 100 per cent, of the company writers believe that 
eliminating the trite expression from written communication is desir-
able (Table XIII). 
TABLE XIII 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ELIMI}l'ATING THE TRITE EXPRESSION 
Of Very. Depends 
Highly Of Some· Little No. Upon the. 











Foi::ty-two of them believe ·it is highly important;.· These fifty-
eight writers who believe in eliminating trite expressions give com~ 
menl,y-accepted reason13 for theii;, belief13. The writers believe that-
trite eJ!:pres_siolls ·are unn1;ttural, roui;idaJ:>out, and vague. Other atti;.._ 
tuc:les.of·these writers -in~lude: 
YoU;ng executives. use -the!Se phrases 
until.they_become·more confident 
The reader considers the writer as 
being-behind the times if he uses 
trite.expressions· 
The fact·th~t 100 per.cent of the writers in this company believe 
that.the elimil1ation of.trite expressions;contributes to more effec-
t:t.ve wr,itten c0111-mun:Lcat:i.on would· seem to• justify in the -business writ-
ing course .an instructional unit a~out,composing alternative .state-
ments to the. ineffective tr_ite expression. 
Suggestions for Improving Business Writing Instruction 
Company:writers believe-that.the following ideas may be of value 
to business educators. 
1.. Business writ,ing _teacllers .shou,ld · he:!-p students -lear:fl hQw · to 
spell and -how to wri~e grammatica],ly co.rrec;t sentenc;es. 
2. ·Business writing teachers should give students many writing 
assig~ents and then evalu,ate student work promptly. 
3. Business writing teac_hers could· better. inform students .. about 
communication .situatio11s in industry .if .·teachers wou,ld take 
jobs in industry during the summer.months. Every few years, 
busines1;1 teachers should work a . full·. year .. in ind us try. 
4. Business letter writing teachers should,compare t:i;-eatmentEI 
of tb,eory in sever.!'.!:1 textbooks rather tha11 use . only-. one 
te;x:t. 
5 •. Teachers should help students to "be themselves!' when ex, 
pressing ideas in>writ:t.ng. Too m1;tny students aq.opt,a 
"text:bookish'~ writing style. 
6. Business .letter writing tea~hers should help students 
understand that communicaticm is.flexible and· that 
writing style and·tone·depend.upon; 
(1) The persenality of the writel;' 
(2) Thepersonality of the reader 
(3) The situation . 
7. , Busines.s teachers she>uld provide classroom, experienc;es in 
oral and.written communication since a definite correlation 
exists between effective speaking a'I).d effect;i.ve wi;-.iting. 
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8. Business educators·should develop a,system approach·to teach-· 
ing communication instead of a.subject approach. Business 
educators·should-integrate writing instruction in each course 
in the.business,curriculum. 
9. Teachers·should-help students learn the.process of communica-
tion. . Students '.need._ informati,on about. communication theqry 
such as interpretation, .inference, observation error, and 
conclusion formatioq. He~p students to avoid "reading in" . 
information that does not,exist. 
10. Business teachers should present.to students·how principles 
of psychology affect the _communication process. 
11. Teachers ·.should· in:f;orm, stuc;lents -that "plain ta,lkY messages 
are·more·effective .than.written messages influenced by 
principiles of • psychology.· 
12. Business teachers should inform business letter writing stu-
dents,that_management pei;sonnel believe that-young people are. 
generally too.aggressive and tend to over-emphasize in 
written commun:!,catian •. Company men· believ~ that young people. 
should· ta~e ·more' time to .evaluate. comm1,.mication sit1,1atiens. _. 
13. Teachers should help students to avoid the "I-cot:1cept" in 
written communications. 
14. Business educators· should· emphasize the fact. that _adva"Q.cement 
it;>. industry depends.upon.the ability to .communicate. 
15 •. Business teachers should help students develop word. power. 
Students should learn·to adapt the.level of language to the 
recei var ... of the message. 
16. Teachers .should help students to understand th.at honesty and 
sincerity are two .of:the more important·attributes.of · 
written communication. 
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17. Teachers should help students tq understand that the-imper-. 
tance of communicat;ion -,extends beyond business to· civic, 
social, and personal activitie~. 
18. Business writing teachers .should ·,give students practical 
s;i:~uat;ione to analyze~· Students should have experiences.in 
school, in eliminating communication mistakes. Communicat_ion .. 
error:s·in.industry_are·costly. 
19. Teachers should present lesson mate.rial tha~ will help stu.,... 
dents develop an appreciation for communication •. Apprecia.,... 
tion development.is more·desirable than learning to iden,tify 
weaknesses in writ;ten_communication. 
20. Business educators shq.µld-help students to -learn how- to .. com-
municate,in wr:f,.ting with, warmth aI).d·feeling. Re~ent.college 
gradu~tes _writ~ letters .that >are "a litt;le cc,ol and curt." 
21. Business educators , should st<;>p giving higher grades : to the 
longer anewers on,essay exams. Teachers who-are "please4 
witq volume11 -on a quiz enco~rage students to adopt,a ramqling 
style of writing. 
Alt;heugh·some·disagreement exists:among company:writers about. 
suggestions for communication instruction improvement, the majqrity 
think that conciseness, correctness in grammar and spelling, and the 
principles of.the communication .process are·important aspects in 
written commun,ication instruction., 
CHAPTER IV 
MANAGEMENTS' OPINIONS REGARDING SELECTED ASPECTS OF ORAL 
AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE COMPANY 
The 58 company managers with writing responsibilities who gave 
opinions about textbook writing theory also gave information about 
aspects of ora:).. and wirtten communic;ation in t;he corporation. These 
managers have definite beliefs a.bout .the nature and adequacy .of in-
formation needed, about factors which make communication difficult to 
understand, and about desirable communication media for interoffice 
communication. The 58 managers discussed the following aspects of 
oral and wr.itten communication within the company: 
The nature, sources, and adequacy of in-
formation needed for management dec.isions. 
Understandability of written communications 
re.ceiv:ed by management 
Managements' preferences in communication 
media for interoffice communica,tion 
The cost of letter writing 
Some of the questions in this survey were suggested by Robert D. 
Gieselman.in his art:i.cle, "Applying Survey Methods to Employee Com-
munication.111 
1 Robert D. Gieselman, "Applying Survey Methods .to Employee 
Communication," The Journal of Business Communicatio.n. (Fall, 1968), 
pp. 20, 21. 
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The Nature, Sources, and Adequacy of Information 
Needed for Management Decisions 
The managers were quexried as to the nature of the information 
they need to perform their management functions, the sources of the 
information, and the adequacy of the information they receive, 
The Nature of Information Required !E.E_Management Decisions 
Thirteen, or 22 per cent, of the 58 managers believe that company 
communicatien should include more kinds of information than is now 
being disseminated (Table XIV). 
TABLE XIV 
NATURE OF INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR MANAGEMENT DECISIONS 
Don't Need 
How To Company Any More 
Do Job Policies Other Information Total 
Number of 1 1 11 45 58 
Writers 
.Per Cent LS LS 19 78 100 
of Writers 
These li3 managers th.ink that the company should ask outsid,e 
sources. to provide operational managers with information about new. 
ideas and innovations, Attitudes of these managers are: 
The company· should communicate more . 
effectively with employees .at the 
operational levels wh0: do not like 
to read 
The company_ should provide informa-
tion that _personnel can apply to 
unsolved problems 
The company should provide informa-
tion ab,out ,the market, situation and 
information from consumer sources 
Only twe, or 3 per cent, of the 58 managers beiieve that the 
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cempany should provide more information about how to do the job and· 
abo.ut company policies. 
The fact that 45, or 78 per cent, of the company managers are. 
pleased with present company communications should be of some sig-
nificance to .higher management .of this cempany. Also, the fact·tha_t 
none of .the 58 company,managers need information about company,bene-
fits or work rules should be of interest to highe.r management of this 
cempany. 
The group of _13 who want more kinds of ,information is a reminde_r 
that communication systems need continl.lal ev:aluation. 
The. -Sources .of Information Required for Management Decisio_ns 
Managers .with writing respensibilities receive information ne~es- _ 
sary,for job performance from a variety of sources. 
Twenty-one, or _36 per cent, of _the 58 managers thin~ that com-. 
pany ,publications ,provide most o:f the informat:i,on they need (Table 
XV). 
Four, or 7 per cent, of the 58 believe that the immediate Sl.\per-
visor is the main source of information. 
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TABLE XV 
SOU.RCES OF INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR MANAGEMENT DECISIONS 
Company Immediate· Fellow 
Publications SuEervisor EmElo:zees Meetings Other Total · 
Number of 21 4 6 7 20 58 
Writers . 
Per Cent 36 7 10 12 35 100 
of Writers . 
Six of the 58 company managers think that fellow employees pro-
vide most of the information. 
Twenty, or 35 per cent, of the managers receive information 
necessary for decision making from sources other than company publi"".' 
cations, supervisors, employees, and company meetings. The 20 man-
agers think that these sources provide required information: sales-
men from engineering firms, · catalogues and te.chnical .guides; manu-
facturer representatives, and the grapevine method. 
Thirteen, or 22.5 per cent, of .the 58 managers believe that they 
receive a large amount of information through the grapevine method 
(Table XVI). 
Three of the 58 think they receive about the same amount of in-
formation thr()ugh the grapevine method as they receive through formal 
communications~ 
Thirty-six, or 62 per cent, of .the company managers receive a· 
small amount of information through the grapevine method, and 6 
managers do not receive any information from the grapevine. 
TABLE ·XVI 
THE GRAPEVINE METHOD AS A SOURCE OF INFORMATION 
An Amount About 











36 6 58 
62 10.5 100 
The l~ managers who.believe that they receive a large amount of. 
infoJ;"ma.tion through th~ grapevine also believe that most of the grape-
vine .information is reliable. 
The. 36 company managers who receive a small amount of information 
thrqµgh the grapevine method ·arE:! generally the ones. who .. put little 
trusit in ,grapevine information. 
Attitude.s of the company managers, at random, are: 
We couldn'.t survive without .the grape ... 
vine system. 
The grapevine is surprisingly.reliable 
I ignore grapevine information 
Sometimes I start rumoiis and the .stor:i,es 
always come back to me greatly .changed 
Managements' Evaluation of the Adequacy Ef Information Received 
The company managers have strong beliefs about the amount of· 
internal.and external written.infoi::mation needed to perform the wor~ 
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in th.e .company. Company managers consider 11 in£ormation11 to include 
company-generated.material, ;i.ncoming letters and reports, trade pub-
licatio~s, professional journals, news digests, "junk mail," etc. 
Thirty-four; or 58 per cent, of the 58 managers believe the 
amount of .information they receive is abou1;: the right amount (Table 
XVII). 
TABLE XVII 
ADEQUAcr OF INFORMATION RECEIVED 
About Not No 
Too Much · Right . Enough· Response.. Total 
Number of Writers 16 34 4 4 58 
Per Cent of Writers ._ 28 58 7 7 100 
These 34 managers believe that.the written information should 
continue to come to their offices althot.igh reading time is limited. 
They think they should decide on.the, value of the second and·third-
class. matt;er rathel'.'. than penn.it soJneone else to sort the mail. These 
34 managers believe that a manager.cannot ,get.too much information 
but that; the problem is in getting the. right kind of information. 
Si:xte.en of the 58 managers think they receive too much informa-
tion. · Attitudes of these managers are: 
Time is wasted in deciding what 
is relevant; 
Mail should be sorted before it 
reaches . the manager'· s desk 
The sender of information often does 
not have·the ability to.pinpoint to 
whom·. the information. should go 
Increased use of .duplicating m~chines 
result:. in more stacks of material to 
read 
Four, only 7per cent; of the _58 managers believe that: they do 
not. get: enough information. 011:e manager thinks th.at executives. in 
th.e same departil)ent should know -mot;:e abo.ut the work plans o~ each. 
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Types of Material Received but.not: Read. Company-managers were 
also asked in the:interview to iqentify th,e types of material re-. 
ceived but not.read. 
Twenty, or 34 per cent, of the 58 managers receive trade publi.., 
cations,but do not,read them (Table XVIII). 
TABLE XVIII 












Other Received Total 
8 26 58 
14 45 100 
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Four, or 7 per cent, of the company managers receive government 
news digests .but do not,read,.them. 
Eight .. of .the managers de. not . read the fallowing material:. re-
ports of meetings from other departments in the .company, magazines., 
advertisetllents, sales bulletins, and educational newsletters. 
Twent:y,six ,: or 4S per .. cent, of the company managers reacl all •. the 
mqter:i,al they receive. Some of the.managers .who do not.read all the 
material that is routed ·to them merely check off· their names •. and send 
th~ publications to the.next office. Some of the .managers glance at 
the materi.al to determine its importance and then may ta,ke the mate-
rial ho.llle · to reacl if th,ere -is nat enough time at the effice. The 
managers wha. do not have · time to read all the ·publica.tions · thijt. are 
sent to their.offices believe that greater selectivity _in routing 
materials is.the answer. 
~iQ!: More Written Communication. Company managers provided 
additio11:al insight abe.ut information adequacy in. answering the. 
question about the need.for more written communications.within the 
company. 
Fifty-one~ or 88 per cent; be.liev,e that no .need exists for more 
written_communicqtions·within the company (Table XIX). 
Seven, or 12 per cent, of the. 58 managers believ.e that a need 
dees exist for more writ:te.n con;imun:i,cations. 
The.fifty-one managers who think that·no need exists for more 
writ.ten .communications ·are generally strong in. their beliefs and add· 
statements such as these: 
. The company does a .good job in 
keeping us informed 
We do not have a .communications 
problem in this company · 
TABLE XIX 
NEED FOR MORE WRITTEN .COMMUNICATIONS 
Yes· No 
Number of Writers 7 51 




The company managers, in revealing the nature, sources, and 
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adequacy of information needed for decision making, generally agree. 
that.the system of company communications is working effectively. 
The managers believe that a bc1-lance between relying on memory,and re-
ceiving "loads of paper wor:k'' is desirable. Most of the company 
managers believe that an effective balance,between oral and writte11 
communications has be~n ach~eved. Some managers think tha~ if any 
more memorandums, bulletin board notices, and internal written com-
munications were issuecl, too much "paper work" would result. 
Understandability of Written Communications 
Received.by Management. 
The understandability of written communications received by 
management is another,important aspect of the .total communication 
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structure within the _company. The subject of understandability of 
. written communications, includes .a discu.ssion of evaluation of under-
standability, types of written messages most difficult._to understand, 
and:factors in reaq,ing difficulty. 
Ge.neral ·· Ev.aluation .of· Understandability 
Company managers apparel)tly have .little difficulty in.understand, 
ing the incom:f,ng letters, memorandums, and reports. Fifty-three, or. 
91 per cent,· of the company managers believe that mos.t writ.ten com-. 
munications that come to the~r offices are easy.to.read and·under-. 
stand (Table XX). 
TABLE:XX 
EVALUATION OF-UNDERSTANDABILITY OF WRITTEN·COMM(JNICATIONS 
They Are· They.Are They Ar.e 
Most are Usually Selclom Never 
Easy.to Easy to. Easy.to· Easy to 
Read.and Read and Read anc;l Read. and 
Understand •. Understand Understand. Understand· Total· . 
Number of . 53 3 2 58 
Writers 
Pe; Cent 91 5 4 100 
of Writers 
Three, or 5 per cent, of the managers think that written commun"'.". 
icat.ions are usually easy to read, and understand. Only two of . them·. 
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believe th,at lette);'.s, memorandums, and· reports are .·seldom· eai;iy to 
read and understal)d •. 
Types~ Written Messages.Most Difficult to Understand 
Of cours.e, writte.n COl\UJl,Unications, inclt,ides .more. than letters, 
memorand'1lll.s,.and·reports. CQmpany·managers were·asked which types of 
written messages are most·di:f:ficult to understand. 
The types of written messages are not limited to company-· 
generated ·material.· Incoming written communications.were -mentioned 
by some of the .managers .as · being d:J;fficul t: .to understand. 
Eight, oi;- 14 per• cent; of the 58 managers think that i'o,coming 
lettei::s are the ,most, diff:i;cu],t · to read .and understand,_ (Tab.le xx;r). 
TABLE XX! 
TYPES OF 'WRITTEN MESSAGES MOST DIFFICUL.T TO UNDERSTAND 
I:i;iter- Govern.,. 
In...- office Company · Trade ment News.·· .: No . 
coming Memoran- Business. Publi- Di- Diffi,-
Letters· dums· Reports. cations gest Other culty Total 
Numbe.r of 8 5 1 11 9 8 16 58 
Writers 
Per Ce'Q.t 14 8.5 1.5 19 15 14 28 100 
of .Writers 
Six of the -co1'1,pany man,;1gers believe.that company-generatec;l pub .. 
lications; memorandums and company.business reports, are.the most 
difficult <to read and understand. -
The types of writing named by,14per cent· of the managers as 
.. being ·difficult to read are: 
contracts.and legal-documents 
questfon,naires ·from withi_n industry 
professional-journals 
internal -- rev:enue codes and regulati,ons, 
business .reports from other companies 
_ technical letters pertaining to 
engineering concepts. 
Sixteen, .or 28 per .cep,t; of the ,company managers reported no 
difficulty in understanding all types of .written messages. 
Seventy-two per, cent of the _company managers have some diffi-
culty in.read:J.ng and·unq.erstandi:ng written messages, 
Factors in Reading Difficulty 
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Some o-f the-factors cited by-business writing textbook authors, 
that make written communicat_ions difficult to understand are: poor 
grammar, poor organization, ·sentences too long and wordy, and the 
use.of jargen_and technical.terminolegy. 
Six, or 10 per cent, of th_e 58 managers believe that -poor organ- -
ization is the_main,factor that-makes written communication difficult 
to understand-(Table XXII). 
Sixteen per cent-of .the company managers think that sentences_ 
that.are too long and wordy cause many items of writteri. communication 
to.be-difficult to understJ3,nd. 
Twenty-eight per.cent.of -the managers gave a variety of reasons 
why written_connnunications·may be difficult,to understand: 
The writer sometimes assumes that the 
reader is well informed 
The writer may not be able to anticipate 
the reader's point-of-view 
The terminology used by other companies 
may be different 
The writer .sometimes includes irrele-
vant material in the message 
TABLE XXII 

















13 16 14 
22 28 24 
Most of the company managers view incoming communications as 
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being more.difficult. to understand than company-generated .material. 
Managements~ Preferences in Communication Media 
for Interoffice Communication 
Each company manager was asked to give the method of communica-
tion he prefers in communicating with other departments within the 
company. 
Fifteen, or 26 per cent, ·Of the 58 managers prefer the use of 
the telephone for interoffice communication (Table XXIII) • 
Seyenteen of the company managers prefer the use of a combina-
tion of communication media. Twelve, or 21 per cent, of the 58 be-
lieve that circumstances dictate which method of communicatic;m to 
use. Attitudes of the 12 managers are: 
The choice of media depends upon the 
individual·and the importance of the 
message 
The choice of the communication method. 
depends upon how well the sender knows. 
the receiver 
Writing is the be.st method of communi-
cating when decisions are to be made 
at a future date 
Face-to-face communication is best for 
the communication needed to settle 
problems 
Most of the company managers believe that the telephone is the 
easiest and quickest communication media but that writing messages 
is necessary. where a record of transactions is .. important. 
The Cost of Letter Writing 
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When operational expenses are·known, .management may study each· 
facet of operation to.determine methods,and practices.that would re-
duce total costs. Although the cost of writing letters is sometimes 
considered as an operational expense, it would seem that the total 
cost of writing letters should also reflect management time spent in 
formulating ideas and concepts to.be·expressed. The cost to the. 
company in the amount of .management time spent in formulating ideas 






MANAGEMENTS' PREFERENCES IN COMMUNICATION MEDIA FOR INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION 
Tele2hone, 
Te;I.ephone Telephone Written Mes-
and and . 1:fage, ancl 
Written Personal Written Personal, Personal· 
Telephone. Message· · Visitation Message. Visit Visit Depends 
15 5 9 2 8 7 12 








The company managers do,not recall that: a-study has ever been 
made, in their_ compan.y _- to determine the average costs· of writing 
letters~ They admit:that 1:1,n.estimate·of letter-writing costs wquld-
be-of value to m0st o:f; the _departments in the ,c0mpany. However, a 
few of-the managers believe-that so many variables are involved in 
the cost that art estimate.is a near impossibility. Some of the-
managers think that cost should not.be considered when.the lettet: 
discusses matters_ of a, high-level, reflecting the, thoughts of several 
higher management personnel. 
Th,e managers view man~gement time in fo.rmulating ideas for the 
lett.er, management time in -dictating the letter, at!,d -secretarial time 
in preparing the letter for mailing as factors.to consider in esti-
mating letter-writing costs. The managers estimated the costs of 
writing a one-:-page lett.er in their departments. 
Five, or 8 per cent, of the company managers believe that.the 
average·cost·of writing a,one~page letter is less than $2 for eacJ::i 
lett:er (Table XXIV). 
Twenty, or 35 per cent, af ,the managers think that the cost af 
writing a letter is $4 or more. Fifty per cent of the managers did 
not.give an estimate. A few af the managers who gave no figure think 
that.the estimating o:f; letter-writing costs is a ridiculous idea. 
The question af bow much an average mai:J.able letter costs .can-
- . . - . . 
net- be answerec;l scientifically by die dictator's mere _estimate, The· 
fact. that ,many. of· the company managers expressed inte,rest in the 
question and in the several cost varia~les should be of interest to. 
the higher management persap.nel of this company. An . employee ._ 
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awareness of lettex: writing COEitS and.an interest in.reducing costs 
could possibly-reault.in-a reduction.in these letter wri~ing casts. 
TABLE XXIV 
THE COST OF LETTER WRITING. 
$2.50. $3.00 $3.50 
to' to , to , AbQve No 
Less· $2.00 
Than- to• 









1 20 29 58 
1.5 35 50 100 
In S\,\mmary; most of the'.managers with .writing responsibilities 
are· pleased with, the system of. communication in their. company. The 
company managers have·st:cong,beliefs about,the amount of internal aI).d 
external written information needed to perform the work in tqe -com-
pany. Over fifty per cent of the managers .believe that they receive 
the right.amo~nt of information. 
The company.managers .think they should decide on the value of 
the. second· and thix:d-class .-matter rather. than letting someone· else 
sort·the mail. Many·of .the managers believ:e·that.a manager.cannot. 
get too much informatiqn but that the problem is in getting the right 
kind of.information •. 
Most,of the company.managers believe that the telephone is the. 
easiest and·quickest meqia for interoffice communication, but th~ 
managers presented reason$ why .a combination of connnunication media 
should be used. 
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CHAPTER V 
READABILITY OF COMPANY LETTERS 
Readable writing gets to the point quickly and conveys.a message 
that.leaves little.opportunity for misinterpretation. Menning a'Q.d 
Wilkinson write that.readability ha factor _affecting int~rest, but 
it is more intimately related to clarity. 1 · Word choice and sentence 
length are two factors that.influence the-readability lev~l. 
An,other factor that inflt,1ences readability is voice. Voice is. 
that property of' a verb which _shows whether the subject is acting or. 
is being acted _upon._ As busin~ss writing teachers know; the voice of 
the.verb.is active.when the subject is _acting, and passive when the 
subject is acte_d upon. Some business writing textbook· authors believe 
that _letters written predominantly in active voice are mqre readable 
th.an tb,ose written in passive voice. · 
Although the purposes for writing the letters in each department 
is nqt-a necessary.part of a readability study, a discuss.ion of the. 
purposes of the letters is included here for its interest value, 
Six departments· in: the company· provided· a total _of 134 letters .. 
for evaluation, It is believed ·tha_t 134 lett.ers .is an adequate number 
to make the sampl~ reasonably representativ~ of the .quality of writing 
th;-oughout,the company. This ev:aluation of compaay·let;ters reveals. 
~enning ar,.d Wilkinson, . .£E_, cit., p, 44. 
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the purposes of the busines.s let:.ters in· each · department and . the r~ad- · 
ability level. The six company departll!,ents are: Contract:s; Account-
ing, AdverUsing and Publicity, Sales, Engineering, and the PersoI1,nel, 
Department. 
The Purposes of the Lettei;-s Analyzed 
An.effective business lett.er can·accomplish three objectives:. 
the le.tter can, inform; can persuag.e; and, can create oi;- maintai"Q. good-
will. Almost every bul:!iness letter is written to accomplish, at 11;!,ast .· 
one of the1;1e three obj ect_ives. 
The purpose.of all the.letters analyzed in the _Contracts. Depart-. 
ment .is to .inform, Some ot the letters include discussions. abol,lt· 
reyised rate sheets, .conditions of service, . fuel·. analysis, and rate.·. 
stud:i,.es. 
The 30 lett_ers .from _the Accounting Dep,a,rtment discuss subjects· 
such·as.payroll perioqs; t1;ansformer·sc}J.edules, cred:l,.t·card·purchase· 
plans; overhead.construction .costs, and customer acc9unting costs,. 
Twenty-six letters from the. Advertising and Publicity Departme"Q.t 
shqw two writ:ing purposes, to persuade and to inform. 
The 20 letters from _the Sa.les .Department show thr.ee purposes for 
writing: to:inform, to persuade, and to maintain goodwill. Some.of 
the letters .. include d:J_scussio~s · about location of plants, changes in 
service.contracts, ancl about·efforts to improve·industi;-y, 
The purpose of most of the letters from the Engineering Depart-, 
ment -is to.inform and to ml:!,intain goodwill. The letter subjects 
incl,ude: plans for: study of .data processing, permission to make 
inspec;tio"Q., ·evaluation of -conneci;:ors, and.proposedresearch projects. 
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EighteeI). letters.from the Personnel.Department show twC> writing 
purposes, to maintain goodwill and to inform. All of .the 1~4 letters 
selected frbm the six. departments cqmmunicat:e clearly and. each ,.letter 
accomplishes· the writer's purpose so .·far as it is possible to deter-
mine. 
A review of the -Gunning Fog ·. Inde~ as a measure of readabi,li ty 
follows~ 
Gunning Fog Index. 
Communicatio~ studies ,show that for each general level of edu"'."' 
cation there.is a level of writing whic;.h is 'easily read.and under".'" 
stood~ Writing that is .readable to ·one educaticm level can be dif-. 
2 
ficul,t -for those· below that leveL Company writers .,shou.ld be_ inter:-
ested in the.fact that readability levels exist fo~ each general 
level of education., For example, a readability level of 8 would in-
dicat.e ·that-one who. has completed _8 years of school· or more, would 
probably have no difficulty_ understanding that writte11, mesi;;age. 
Business lett.er writitl-g teachers are aware· of . the formulas that 
measure readability. - Lesikar writ.es that these .formulas are based_ 
on- the qualities of writ:i,ng which ,_show_ the highest correlatiori. with 
3 
levels o~ readability. Most·business writing teachers will agree 
that the Gunning Fox Index;is one of the -easiest: formulas to use in 
measuring reaq.abi+ity. For thos.e ·who may, not be familiar wit11, the, 
Gunning Fox Index, .the steps in·corp.puting the readability level -
2Raymon4 V. Lesikar, Report Writing For Business, _rev. ed.-, 
Richard D ~ Irwin, Inc. , Homewood, Ill.,, 19~5 ~ p. 190. 
3Ibid,, p. 191. 
includ~: -
1. Determine the_average nutnber of words.per sentence. 
That.is, firsticount words and sentences in a 
sample s~lected. Then_divide the total number of 
words by the _total of sentences. 
2~ Determine ,the percen.tage of hard words in the 
sample. Words of tbree,syllables or longer are 
considered to be·hard·words.: But do not count 
as hard words (1) wqrds that are capitalized 9 
(2) combinatiqns·of short; easy words (grasshopper, 
businessman, bookkeeper), or (3) verb forms made 
· into three syllable .words by adding 'ed or es 
(repeated; cares~es). ~ ~ 
3. Add the two _factors and multip+y by .. 4. The 
product is the minimum frade level at which the 
writing is easily read. · 
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The Gunning _Fox Index.average for all 134 letters is 8.7 (Table-
XXV). 
TABLE.XXV 









4Ibid,, p. 192, 



















all Letters 8.7 
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The twenty letters from the Sales Department have the.lowest 
Gunning Fox.Inde~ averaget a 7.6 grade'level of readability. Th~ 
highest xeadability level _ for any of the departments is : an average 
of 10.6. 
The Gunning Fog Index averages reyeal_that the sample lett;ers 
are generally easy:to read and understand as far as the Gunning Fog 
Index ,measures _readability. 
Voice 
Of all.the parts of:speech, the verbs are the strongest; and 
verbs are at their .strongest when, they are_- in the active voice. !hus 
the.best .in vigorous, lively wri1;:ing makes good use of active""'.'voic,e 
verbs. 5 Active-voice _verbs contrast with the dull,_ passive _forms. 
Himstreet and Baty believe that.for vivid writing, one should gener-
ally avoid·passive verbs. Passive voice verbs are like abstract 
6 nouns""'.':-they cloud the pictur~. The percentage_- of passive voiqe con-
struction in letters.in each-department,was determined by dividing 
t4e-average number of passive voice sentences per letter by the.aver-
age numbe:r of _sentences per letter. 
An evaluati.on o:I; the _134 company lett,ers .reveals -that t4e aver-
age percentage of passive voice constructi_on for eac;:h letter is 22 
per cent (Table XX.VI). 
Thirty letters in the Accounting Department have-the highest, 
percentage of passive voice, 32 per cent. 
5 Ibid. , p. 2l3. 




PERC:E:&TAGE .OF PASSIVE VOICE · IN COMPANY LETTER,S 
Average · Numbe:i:: 
Number of Average.Number 
· of Sen tenc:,es 
per Let:ter . 
of·· Passive Percentag~ 
Letters Voice Senten~es of Passive 
Department Analyze&: per Letter Voice 
Contracts, 20 6 LB .30 
Accounting 30 5 1.6 .32. 
AdverUsing 
and.Publicity 26· 4.5 .7 .16 
Sales 20 5 .5· .10 
Engineering 20 7 1.5 .21 
Personnel·· 18 7 1.6 .23 
Total 134 Average·5.8 Average 1.3 ~~erage .22 
The average percentage· of passive .voice for the twenty letters··. 
in the Sales Department.is 10 per cent, the.lowest pe1;centage.of·the 
s:!.x departments. 
Th~ average percentage·of,passive voice sentences for each of-
the 134 ·letters,. 22 per 'cent, inqicat;es that the writers in .. this com-. 
pany,do not write predominantly in, passive voice. Most of the,writ'"'.' 
ers.make good.use of strong, active-voice .verbs. 
TheGunning Fog Index averages.for 134 letters·reveal.that the 
S~lllple letters are·generally easy.to read anq underst~nd. 
An evaluation of the same 134 letters shows , that .. the average · 
percentage,of·passive voic:,e construction for each lett;er is 22 per 
cent. This per cet).t indicates that these company writers do not, 
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write predomiri~ntly w:i,th passive form. 
C}u\PTER VI 
WORK EXPERIENCE, EDUCATIONAL BACKGROU:ND, AND A'rTITUDES 
OF THE CLERICAL PERSONNEL-TOWARD COMMUNICATION 
Business educators· who plan instructional units in the business._ 
writing courses ne~d information not.only.from those who have writing 
responsibilities in industry but also from.the clerical personnel who 
assist the _company writers in preparing mailable letters and reports. 
The clerical'person~el, which includes both secretarial and gen-
eral c,terical worket;"s, have a part.in the communication process as 
t}J,ey receive the oral and written communication of management.person-
nel; i~terpret the information,_ and_ then respond to the _message .... The 
communicat_ion process in a company pervades the _entire -organization. 
Secretarial workers contribute to the.communication process.by typing, 
taking dictation, and by proofreading. 
To gather information about the work experience, educational: 
background; and attitudes of workers with contributory.responsibility 
for. written communicatiqn, a. questionnaire was _distributed to each of 
99 clerical personnel. Four of the six pages.were answered by all of 
the 99 perscmnel. · These four pages asked for information about ,worlc 
experience backgl'.'ounq., equcational-background, and attitudes toward 
communication. The last.two pages of the six-page questionnaire asked 
for information about· the_ role of the stenographer in _written communi-
cation.· The role of the stenographer in written communication is 
66 . 
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discussed in Chapter.VII. 
Secretaries, stenographers, typistsi, and a few clerks completed 
the et;ttire six.pages of the questionnaire, includi:p.g the spe~ial ,two-. 
page section. These 54 workers are referre4 to af:! the . ''secretarial . 
group.'' Forty-five of th.e · 99. with .contributory, responsibility for 
writ;ten communication completed·fot,ir·of tb:e six pages. These 45 em-
ployees whQ. are clerks, cashiers, .and customer service consultantsi are. 
referred.to·as.the 11general clerical group." 
The work experience background of the employees shows.that.many, 
of:the werkers .have,valuable.experienGe and records .of service in 
t~eir .jobs, 
Work Experience·Background 
Sec:i;eta:i::ial .and .generq.l clerical· employees presented .information 
about, .their job .assignmel'.).ts and· prior work· responsibilities. 
Present Job· 
Fifty:-four·of the 99 clerical, personnel·pe'('.form the:duties of. 
secretartes, .stenographers, anq typists.· (Table XXVII). 
The·clerks in:the secretari9:l group indicated that.they.have. 
secretarial responsibilities by completing the last two pages of the 
I . 
six-page questionnaire. 
Forty-five of the .99 'clerical· personnel do not .. perform the duties . 
of secretl:l,ries, stenographers, or typists.. Be~ause of the nature of 
their job responsibilities, these 45 empleyees are,referred to as the 
"general clerical, group" (Table XXVIII). 
TABLE XXVII 
JOB CLASSIFICATION OF SECRETARIAL EMPLOYEES 




Cler~-Typist . 4 
Typist 2 
Legal Clerk · -1 
TOTAL 54 
TABLE XXV I II 
JOB CLASSIFICATIO~ OF GENERAL CL~RICAL EMPLOYEES 
Jeb .. Classdfic.ation 
Clerk 
Customer Service Consultant:. 
Pre :Audit Clerk 
Deposit Clerk 
Inspection Clerk 
Meter Owned Clerk 
Clerk-Typist 
Cashier Clerk ·. 
Transfer Clerl;t 
Acceunti:ng Clerk. 
Petty Cash Clerk 
Keypunch Operator·. 
TQTAL· 
















Th~ clerk-typist in the general clerical, group did not complete. 
the two-page section of -the questionnaire, that; section which asks for 
information from secretari~s, stenographers, and typists •. 
Each of the 99 gave· th,e length. _of time. employed. in, the present 
job assignment •. In-the group of 54 secretarial employees, the range 
of time spent in,the present job ass:i,gnment for 22 stenographers is 
from.1 month to,20 years (Table XXIX). 




















Range of Time Spent 
in Job-Assignment. 
by Members ofJob· 
Classification 
1 month.to 20.years 
1 week to 20 years. 
2 years·to,13 ·years 
6 months · to ... 3 years· 
1 month to 5 months 
7 years· 
Average 
2 .years to 
9 years; 4 months 
Average Length of Time 
Spent in Job Assign-:-
ment by Members of Job 
Classification 
2 yeE!,rs; 8 months 
3 year:s; 6 months· 
8 years 




3 years, 10 months 
Thirty-:-one.clerks in.the group of 45 general clerical wqrkers 
have worked an average of 3.years and.8 months in the:i,r present job 
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assignments (Table XXX). 
TABLE XXX 







Pre Audit; Clerk 2 ·. 
Deposit Clerk.. 1 
Inspection Clerk 1. 
Metet-Owned Clerk 1 
Clerk~Typist 1. 
Cashier Clerk 1 
Transfer Clerk. 1 
Accounting Clerk 1 
Petty Cash Clerk 1 
Keypunch Operatqr 1 
Total 
45 
Range of Time Spent 
in Job Assignment . 
by Members of Job· 
Classif:f_cation . 
1 month 
1 year, 7 months 
to·7 years 











!.year, 8 months 
to 
3 years; 8 months 
Average Length'"of 
Time Spent in Job 
Assignment by Mem~ 
bers of Job 
Classification 
3 years, 8 months 
5 years 











2 years; 3 months 
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The 99 clerica~ personnel gave.· information about, any· responsibil,-
ities they might ,have for communicat:ing to ot:hers in writing. Twenty-
three, or 43 per cent, ,of the 54 sec:;:retarial employees have ·responsi- ... 
bilities _on,their preseQ.t job for coiilmunicating to ot:hers in writing. 
Their writing responsil>ilities are: 
Anewering letters . when.· the supervisor 
is out·of .town, 
Writ:i,ng letters for the supervisor abeut 
hotel.r~servat:ions 
Composing transm;i.ttal letters _ 
Preparing wage and salary reports 
Composing the weekly departmental newslettei:: 
Writ;:.ing inte:i;:of fice memorandums 
Seventeen, .or 38 per cent, .of the 45 general clerical workers 
have responsi:bilities. on their;present job.for communicatiJ:lg to.others 
in ._writing. Theil;' writing responsibilities .are: . 
Writing instructions for jobs within the 
department 
Writ;:,ing service ordere and miscellan,eeus 
orders 
Preparing payroll in,str~ctions 
Writing instructions on.orders 
Writing instructions for the collectioq of 
delinquent accounts 
Composing let.ter51 to other departments 
Writing credit extensions, service orders, 
and.change.of-address. orders 
Pl;"eparing payment report cards that go.to 
the collection agency 
Fort:y of. the 99 clerical personnel· have· responsibilities ·on .. their 
pres.ent job for communicating to others in writing. 
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Fifteen, or 28 per cent,. of the 54 secretarial workers had writing 
responsii>ilit;ies .on. jobs· prior to the:i,r present job. Their writing 
responsibilities on· tl,te ·prior jobs were: . 
Composing lett.ers .in answer. to supervisors' 
correspondence. 
Writing lettei::s to.answer-inquiries 
Writing letters to companies to order 
supplies 
AnsweJ;ing customer complaints i'Q. writing 
Writing letters and reports for 
invest;igat;ors. 
Seventee'Q., · or 38 per cent, of the 45 general·. clerical. workers h~d · 
writing responsibilities on jobs prior to their work with this co,mpany. 
Their.writing responsibiliti,es on prier jobs were~ 
Writing le!ters to c~stomers abot,1t· 
th~ir accounts 
Preparit,:,,g end-of-month're:ports 
Wri~ing_departmel'!,tal news for a,montl;lly 
ma,gazine 
Composing credit letters 
Writing service .orders 
Thirty7two.of the 99 clerical personnel.had writing responsibil-
ities on jobs prior to .thei+ pres.ent -jab •. 
Prior Work Assigrunents 
The·99 clerica,l·person~el listed work assignments,they had prior. 
to their present assigDII\ertts. · 
Many of the secJ;etaries ,worked as.typists at1d stenographers with-
in the company.prior to tqeir present job.assigrunents. · The stenograph7 
ers were ·.cashiers,. typists, and.· clerks before they began their . present 
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jobs. The .clerks worked in the company as keypunch operatqrs and· 
cashier.s. The 99 . also gave· the length of time they worked in their 
job assignments. 
In the group of 54 secretarial employees, 20, or 37 per cent of.· 
the 54 had not held a job within the _company prior to the present job. 
Seventeen secretaries _worked-an.average.of 9·years and 6 months in 
prior job assignments within the company. 
In the group of 45 general clerical workers, 16, or 36 per cent 
of the 45 had not held a job within the . company before they began their 
present jobs. Seventeen .clerks wor.ked an average of 2 years and 11-
months_in prior job assignments within the company. 
Forty-two, or 78 per cent, of the 54 secretarial workers held 
jobs before employment with. the _company. Thirty-seven, or 82 per .. cent~ 
of the-45 general clerical workers held jobs before employment with 
the company • (Table XXXI) • 
TABLE XXXI 
NUMBER OF WORKERS HOLDING JOBS BEFORE 




Number of,Jobs Before 
· Present Employment 
42 
37 
Those Who -Did Not.-








The work experience background of the .secretarial and general 
clerical employees shows that many have long records of service in the 
jobs they now hold~ 
Educational Background 
The following dis~ussion of the worker's .educational background 
includes.: university education, major field of study, and enrollment 
in short,courses. 
College or University Education . 
Twenty-five, or 46 per cent, of the 54 workers in the secretarial 
group attended a college or university (Table XXXII). 
TABLE XXXII 
COMPANY .. EMPLOYEES WHO ATTENDED COLLEGE 
Number who attended 












Three, or 6 per cent, of the 54 secretarial workers hold.a col7 
lege degree. Seven per cent of ·the general clerical workers graduated 
from college (Table XXXIII). 
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!ABLE XXXIII 
COMPANY EMPLOY~ES WHO HOLD COLLEGE DEGREES 
Number with degre¢s 












Nine of the 54 secretarial workers chose business administration 
as their major field of study (Table XXXIV). 
TABLE xxxrv. 
COLLEGE MAJORS CHOSEN BY SECRE'.[.'ARIAL WORKERS 
.Number Choosing College Majors, 
Employees Who · Employees .. 
College Major Attended College Who Graduated 
Business Administration. 9 
Business Education 4 2 
Secretarial .Science 3. 
Elementary Education 3 
English 1 1 
Special ,Education 1 
Speech Therapy 1 
TOTALS 22 3 
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Two·of the 45 general cl~rical workers chose business administra~ 
tion as tl:ieir.major field of study (Table XXXV). 
TABLE XXXV 










Number Choosing College Maj ors.· 
Employees Who Employees 














The company.workers with contributory responsibility for written 
communication list~d · three colleg_e cqurses that they believe .have.· 
helped them most·in.their work. with the company. 
The 54 employees in.the secretarial group belie~e·that type-
writ;ing, English,. and. shorthand have helped them in the:f;r job respons::L-
bilities (Ta.ble XXXVI) o 
Three of the 45 employees in the general . clerical group believe.· 
TABLE·XXXVI 
EMPLOYEE RATING OF COLLEGE COURSES OF VALUE TO JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 






Number of Workers 







Business Administr.ation 1 
Secretarial Workers 
Number of Workers 
Listing Course as 




Business Machines 2 
Speech 1 
Economics 1. 
Name of Course 
English 
Ty.pewriting 
Number of Workers 





















a course ip. accounting has·helped them most.with .their job .responsi..-
bilitie~ (Taqle xx;xvrr). 
The 99 .clerical personnel gave information about the business. 
letter writir.1.g courses they stu9ied .in co+lege. 
Eight, .or.15 per cent, of the 54 secretarial workers too~ a·busi-
ness lette];'. writing course in .. college. Opinions, about the .business. 
letter writing course are: 
Lette:t;" sty+es and·methods of 
writing various types of letters 
were taught in the course. 
An effective .instructor made the 
course inter~sting and informative. 
The course was .too mechanical in that 
every.student was expected to.conform 
tqo closely to rigid rules. 
Th~ee, or 7 per cent, of the 45 general clerical workers took·a 
business letter writing course in.college~ 
With ,the secretarial and. general . clerical groups combined; eleven 
of the 99 employees took'a business lette:t;" writing couree in.college. 
Their opinions about the course: indicate that.the learning of letter 
styl,es and the learning about·how to write .various types.of letters 
are.important learning outcomes. 
Attendance, at Letter Writing Short .. Courses· 
Employees, in tb,e company are .encouraged· to enroll' in .short. 
courses L The _courses are taught ._in the evenings in cqmpany conference, 
rooms by college ·instruc.tors. 
Six, or.11 per cent, of .the 54 secretarial .workers have attended 
a.short course in letter writing. Five of the 6 secretarial .workers 
believe that· the company~sponsored letter writing course. is of value 
TABLE XXXVlI 
EMPLOYEE RATING OF COLLEGE-COURSES OF Vl\LUE TO J0B RESPONSIBILITIES 
Number of Workei:s 
Listing Course as 




General Math_ematics 1 
Personal ;_R&lations 1 
General.Clerical Workers 
Number of Workers 
Listing Course as 
Name ,of Course . _ Second . Choi~e 
Business MathematicE! 3 
English 2-
Typewriting 1 
Business Machines 1 
Speecl:i 1 
Number.of Workers 
Listing Course as_ 
Name·of Course Third Choice 
Speech 2 








ta them. One:ef the werkers _believes that the course could-have-been 
of, some ,worth if the instructor _had been "mere, effective in hi,s presen-:-
tat:i,on. '.' Attitudes -of the five secretarial employees who be.:j.ieve the_ 
course helped them are:_ 
The c9urse included the teaching 
of.grammar and business forms 
The course helped me·learn'how to -
get ta the paint in writing 
Eight, or 18 per cent, ·of _the 45 general clerical werkers have 
attended-a short course in letter writing. Seven_ef the 8.employees 
belie\Te-that the letter writing course is of value to them, The em-
pleyee .,who thinks_ the course was of little value gave for his. reasen 
that he was .unable to.use what he had_learned. Attitudes of tQe seven 
who approved ·of the lettei;- writing ceurse are: 
The course helped me to learn 
proper punctuation and the arrange-
ment of tb_e parts of the letter -
The course helped me to express.-
ideas in wr;iting 
Th~ course helped me to get.across-
the main paints in a letter _without 
having to write two-page· letters 
Of th_e 99 .clerical personnel, -14 have attended a short -course in 
letter writing. Twelve of the _14 employees believe that the letter 
writing course -is of value to them. -
The employees' reasons,for believing in.the worth of the letter 
writing short ceurse should beef interest to business educators. The· 
workers believe -that -cenciseness in le_ttei;- writing is -important and· 
that -leqrning how to expre~s ideas in writing is.necessary. They.be.,-
lieve_that learning the placement-ef letter parts and learning letter 
format. is important •. 
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~ttitudes Toward Cqmmunication 
The 99 clerical, personnel·expressed ideas abot,1t·oral and written 
commt,1nication in t~e company. The-secretarial and general clerical 
employ~es evaluated their own,commt.1nicating abilities and the _company 
bulletin boards as a source of. informatiqn •. They also ,evaluated in- . 
formal·communication channels a~ sources-of information.· 
Evaluation of-Their Own Communicating AQilities. 
Forty-six, or 85 per cent,.of the 54 secretarial workers believe 
they_are average·in ability tQ commt.1nicate information orally in com-
parison with other company employees (Table XXXVIII). 
TABLE XXXVIII 
filfPLOY}J:E RATING _OF ABILITY TO COMMUNICAI:E ORALLY. IN . 
COMPARISON:WITH OTHER COMPANY EMPLOYEES 
Secretarial E111Elo!ees, 
Above,· Below Don't 
Average Average. Average Know- Total .. 
Number·.of Employees 2. 46 3 3 54 
Per Cent of Employees 4 85 5'.:5 5~5 100 
Thirty-five, .or 78 per cent, .of the 45 general clerical iforkers 
believe .·they. are· ayer age· in ability to communicate· information orally 




~PLOYEE RATING OF ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE ORALLY IN 
CQMPARISON WITH OTHER COMPANY EMPLOYEES 
General Clerical EmEloi:ees_ 
Above· Below Don't, 
Average Average· Average.• Know 
Employees 6 35 2 2 





Only 8 of the 99 clerical personnel think tqey are-above average 
in ability to communicate,information orally in comparison with other 
company emplpyees. 
The 99 company.· employees evaluated their ability to _communicate 
information-to_othei;-s in.writing (for example, business l~tters and 
reports) in comparison wit~ other company employees. 
Three, or 5 per cent, of the 54 secretarial workers believe they 
are above.average·in ability ,to·communicate information to others in-
writing in comparison with, other company employees (Table XL). 
A stenographer who rated herself as above.average in writing 
ability believes that the letters she. composes. are e~plicit, _under-
standable, and pleasing to the.customer. 
Attitudes of secretaries and stenographers who rate·themselves·. 
as average ar~: 
Ot~ers .. express their. ideai;; better 
than I.do but I get my point 
across· 




EMPLOYEE RATING OF ABILITY TO CO:MMUNICATE IN WRITING IN 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER COMPANY EMPLOYEES 
Secretarial Em:eloiees 
Above, Below Don't 
Average· Average. Average Know 
of Etllployees ·. 3 42 1 8 





A clerk who believes his writing ability is below average ex-. 
plained that his. job doee no.t, require as much communic:!ating as other 
departments and therefore he does not have the experience other com-
pany employees have~ 
Three .of the 45 general cleric~l workers think.they.are above· 
average in ability to,communicate information to,others in.writ~ng in 
comparison with o~her company employees (Table XLI). 
TABLE XLI• 
EMPLOYEE ,.RATING OF ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE IN WRITING IN. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER COMP~ EMPLOYEES 
General,Clerical.Em:eloiees 
Above. Below Don't 
Average Average·. Average Know. Total· 
Number of Employees. 3 24 10 8 45 
Per Cent of Employees 6 54 22 18 100 
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Comments of those who rated ·thems~lves below average.in writin$ 
apility .are: 
I can tell someone something much 
better than I can write it 
I haven'. t · had formal training in 
how to write 
I have not ha.d any experience in 
writing letters 
Only 6 of the 99 clerical personnel believe they are above aver-
age in ability to communicat.e · informatio!!, to others in wr.iting as com-
pared with other-company employees. 
Twenty~three of the 99 clerical personnel rate themselves as 
above average listeners (Table XLII). 
TABLE ){LII 
EMPLOYEE RATING OF ABILITY TO LISTEN 
Secretarial and.General Clerical Em:elo:y:ees .. 
Above· ~elow Have No. 
Average.·. Average Average· Idea. Total 
Numbe.r. of 23 72 2 2 99 
Employees 
Per Cent of 23 73 2 2 100 
Employees 
Thirty-four; or 63 per cent; of the 54 secretarial employees 
believe they would accept a position, if offered, that required .the 




EMPLOYEE RESPONSE TO JOB .,OFFER REQUIRING WRITING RESPONSIBILITIES 
Secretarial Em12loyees 
Favorable Unfavorable Don't No 
Res12onse Res12onse Know Res12onse 
Number of Employees 34 15 2 3 
Per Cent of .Employees 63 28 4 5 
Attitudes of the 34 making a favorable response are: 
I would enjoy composition and I would 
perform to the .best of my ability . 
With .a litt.le reviewing, I could do 
the ,job 
I would accept wi.th some anxiety but 
the.work,soulds interesting 
I could handle writing responsibilities 
with.the help of others 
I would feel flattered in that.manage"'" 
ment considered me qualified for writ-. 
ing duties 
I would put forth every effort to meet. 
the challenge 
I would accept writing responsibilities. 





Attitudes. of·· the 15 secretarial workers making an unfavorable 
response to the hypothetical offer of increased writing responsibil-. 
ities are: 
!·feel I wquld·decline because·of lack 
of education 
I.have a fear of composing letters 
I.would have to be desperatefor a· 
job before'I.would acc~pt a job ef 
wri~ing letters-and reports 
Seventeen, or 38 per cent, of; the .45 general clerical, werkers ._ 
believe they would accept a position, if offered, th~t .required the. 
composition of-many letters or reports as:part:of the job .duties 
(Table, XLIV) • 
'1,'ABLE XLIV 
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fil'.!:PLO)'.'EE RESPONSE TO JOB.OFFER REQUIRING WRITING RESPONSIBILITIES 
General Clerical EmEloiees 
Faver able . Unfavorable Don't No 
ResEonse, ResEonse, :r.<now ·. ResEonse ._ Total. 
Number of Ett1ployees 17 13 7 8 45 
Per Cent of Employees .. 38 30 15 17 100 
The attitudes of t4e 45 general c+erical workers were similar to 
those of the secretarial .emplayees. The general clerical,employees 
who gave a favorable response believe that they could handle.writing 
responsibiliti,es after a rev3,.ew of business writing textbooks. They 
think that guidance frem experienced personnel would be·helpful at 
the beginning of the.new job. 
Most of the.99 cleric1;1.l 1 personnel who gave an-unfavorable re-
sponse to accepting a .possible job .offer requiring the composition of 
letters and .reports believe that they do not have adequate education 
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I 
or experience or both. A significant response of these workers is 
that they wo.uld be willing to try to fulfill the job responsibilities 
if given encouragement and help. 
The fact that many secretarial and general clerical employees 
would accept writing responsibilities if they had taken writing courses 
may be of inter,est to business educators who consider including busi-
ness .letter writing in all secretarial programs. 
Evaluation of Bulletin Boards as a Source of Information 
In addition to sharing attitudes about their own.communicating 
abilities, the 99 clerical personnel also evaluate.d the company .bul-
letin boards as a source of information. This source of information 
may .be an important aspect of communication. 
The 99 clerical personnel presented beliefs and data, about the 
type of -information receiv.ed from bulletin boards, how often employees 
read bulletin boards, and abou.t the location.s, sizes, and purposes of 
bulletin boards. 
Thirty-seven, or .68 per cent, of the 54 secretarial ·workers be-
lieve they .set information from company bulletin boards that they do 
not ,get from other ,sources (Table XLV). 
TABLE XLV 
COMPANY BULLETIN BOARDS AS SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Number of Employees 
fer Cent of Employees 
Secretarial Employees Who List 
Company Bulletin Boards As 
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Lis.t Company_ Bulletin Boards as 











The 54 workers gave the types of inforrnatien received .from 
bulletin boards: 




Sale of, Company Equipment 
Company Courses .to ,be Offered 
Funeral Ne.tic~s 
Company Meetings 
Tr,ansf er Notices 
Company Social Events 
Company Athletic Events 
Credit Union Reports 
Cempany .Awards 
Holidays 
Illness of Co~pany Employees 
Safety Informatien 
Number of Employees 


















Twenty-six, or 58 per cent, of the 45 general cler.ical employees 
believe, they get :information from company bulletin! boards that. they 
do nqt get from other sources. (Table XLVI). 
The 45 general clerical employees gave the types of information 
received Jrom .bulletin .boards: 








Company .Courses to be Offered 
Company·Social .Events 
Safety Information 
Credit Union Reports 
Ill~ess of Company Employees 
Company Awards 
Number of Employees 
















Sixty-three ,of the 99 clerical personnel believe they get infor-
matiqn from company bulletin boards that they do not .get from other 
sources. _ 
Thi·rty-two, or 60 per cent, of the _54 secretarial employees read 
the. information on the company .bulletin poards at least once each day, 
(Table XLV,U). 
Eleve.n of the secretarial workers read the _information on the 
company bqlletin bo.ard at least once a .week. Other responses about 
the frequency of reading company bulletin boards are: 
Every two or. three days 
OcC!asionally 
When something new is added to 
the .board 
TABLE XLVII · 
EMPLOYEE FREQUENCY OF READING COMPANY BULLETIN BOARDS 
Secretarial Employees. 
Several Times At Least Once . 
Each Day Each Day Other 
Number of Employees 5 32 17 





Thirty-nine, or 87 per cent, of the 45 general clerical employees 
read the information on the company bulletin boards at least·onc;e each 
day (Table XLVIII). 
TABLE XLVIII 
E!."IPLOYEE FREQUiENCY OF READING COMPANY .BULLETIN ·.BOARDS 
Number of Employees 
Per Cent of Employees 
General ·clerical Employees 
Sev:eral Times At .Least Once 











One employee believes that most information comes through conver-
sation. However, the fact that 71 of the .99 clerical personnel read 
the information on the company bulletin boards at least onc,e each day 
should be. of some significance to those who evaluate the ,bulletin 
boards as a source of info,rmation. 
All .of the 99 workers believe that the locations and sizes of 
company bulletin bo.ards are .about right for the ,communicati<m purposes 
intended. Also, the 99 think that. in regard to the location of bul-
letin b0ards, the placement of the boards is satisfactory (placed in 
areas where they would be easily noticed by employees). 
Opinioqs of the 99 clerical personnel about ways to make the 
company bqlletin bo,ards more effective are: 
Use of color, pictures, and captions 
Removal.of funeral notices ,after 
services 
Use of short poems .or sayings would· 
improve morale 
Posting of information about.retired 
employees 
Many,of the seci;-etarial and general clerical employees think that 
the main. purpose served by, company bullet.in boards is to inform em-
ployees about·company events and business. 
The fact that many of .the company employees read the bulletin 
board often and consider the company bulletin board as a unique source 
of information should be of some significance to management and others 
who evaluate bulletin boards as a source of information. The fact 
that 99 clerical, personnel in a company generally believe that the 
bulletin bo.ard conveys information effectively should be of some sig-
nificance .to busines.s ed4cators who teach business letter writing 
courses. 
Evaluation of Informal :communicatio"Q. Chs,nneis ~ Sout"ces of 
Information~ .....-
From the ,discussion in Chapter IV, 36 of the 58 company writers 
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indi.cated they receive a small amount of information through the grape-
vine method" The 99 worker~ 1Uso provide information about ,the > ·· 
company's infomal communication channels. 
'l'wenty-~even, or SO per cent, of the 54 secretarial workers have 
had·the need to ask people other than their supervisors for informa-
tion pertaining to their work •. 
Comment~ of the 27 are: 
I prefer to ask fellow office 
workers ra,ther than bother my 
supervisor 
I may ask an(?ther typist a.question 
because I think it is simple enough 
that he or she can explain 
Sometimes I know that others can 
help me more than my supervisor 
Twenty-three of the ,45 general clerical employees have·had the. 
need to ask people other than, thei:i:- supervis.ors for information about 
their work. Comments of the 23 worker.s are , siJ]lilar to those , of the 
27 secretarial employee$ who ask people other·than their supervbors 
for information: 
In my work., I ask many people for 
information 
I ask the person who trained me 
I get help from my co-workers 
Fifty of the 99 clerical personnel ·have needed to ask people 
other than their supervisors for information about.their work. 
Thirty-:nine, or 72 per cent, of .the 54 secretarial workers get 
information from fellow workers before.they get the same·information 
through official channels. Thirteen, or 33 per cent, of the 39 be-
lieve that the information they receive through informal sources .is. 
always correct. 
Thirty-four, or 75 per cent, of the 45 general clerical workers 
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get information from fellow workers before they get the same informa-: . . 
tion thrqugh ·official channels. Nine, or 26 per cent, of the 34 be-
lieve that the information they receive through informal sources is 
always.correct. 
The fact that so many company employees receive information 
through informal channels should be of some.significance·to company 
management and to business educators who have an interest in communi-
cation channels in industry. 
Forty-siJC, or 85 per cent, of the ,54 secretarial employees be-
lieve they are to:i.d everything they want to know ~bout their job and 
their company. 
Forty-two, or 93 per cent, of the 45 genel'.'al clerical employees 
also believe they·are told everything they want to ~now about their 
job lalnd their company. 
Information from the 99 clerical persc,mnel reveals· that man,y of 
the employees would accept responsibility for composing letters and 
reports if help and encouragement were given to them. Some of the· 
employee attitudes indicate that lack of education is a factor in 
declining a position requiring writing responsibilities. 
Many. of. the 99 employees receive information through info.rmal 
communication channels, but they rely on written communication to 
ve:r:ify .th.e oral communication. C(l)mpany,workers gener~lly _have more. . . 
confidence in the:lr ab:llity to communicate-orally than.they have.in 
their ability to .Col'llffl.unicate in, writing. 
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The _work.experience record of the secretarial .and general cleric~l 
employees shows.a variety of ·jobs·lleld. The length of time worked.in. 
some jobs helps make the employee opinions and attitudes mo:t::"e signif-
ican,t. 
Empl0yee op.inions about the· college courses of va.;Lue to job ,re-
sponsibil;tie~ _should be of interest to business educators who are 
constantly searching for data·to use in improvin@; currictJ,la and in im-
proving instruc;.tional units ;in individual-courses. 
The fact that secretarial and general .clerical employees general""". 
ly believe that they re.-ceive help t}lrough letter wri,ting courses in· 
the use.of correct: grammar, spelling, format, and.word choice should 
be of some.significance to company management and to business edu~ 
ca tars. 
Availabl~ inf~rmation about wor~ experience, employee attitudes, 
and writing responsibilitie$ in industry can assist _business educators 
in d€;\terminiti.g the desirable knowledges and skills that undergraduates 
should· acquire in business letter. writing_ training •. 
CUAPT~R Vll 
THE ROLE OF THE STENOGRAPHER.IN WRITTEN COMMUNlCATION 
The 54 secretarial workers, mostly secretariei;, stenographers, 
and typists; provided information about their responsibilities ,in· 
written communication, In additic;m to providing information about. the 
extent of stenographic responsibility for message composition, the 54 
employees gave opinions,about the attitudes of dictators.toward stenog= 
raphers~ editing of dictated messages. 
Info'.l'.'mation abot.Jt,the role of the stenographer in written commun-
ication may be of value to business educators in determining the amount 
and kinds of business writing training that secretarial students,should 
undergo. 
The Extent of Stenographic Responsibility 
for Message Composition 
The 54 secretarial workers were asked a series of questions about 
their job responsil;>iJ,.ities in written coip.pany communications. These 
ques~ions and the replies are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Question: What part do you play in the. process of writing 
letters, memos, and reports? 
Thirty~three, or 60 per ce~t, of the secretarial employees take 
dictation in shorthan~ (T~ble XLIX). 
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TA;BLE XLIX 
STEijOGR.A.PHIC RESPONSIBILITY FOR WRITING.L;il:TTERS, MEMOS, AND REPORTS 
Writing Res12onsibilities 
No. l* No. 2** No. 3*** 
Responsibility Number_ of Employees with Per Cent. 
Number This Responsibiiity of Employees 
l 33 60 
2 51 9.4 
3 21 39 
1 and 2. 31 57 
1 and 3 13 24 
2 and 3 20 37 
l~ 29 am.d 3 12 22 
*'I'~lre _Dktation in Shorthand. **Type Letters, -Memos, or Reports 
for Signature. ***Have the Responsibility for Composing (all.or in 
part) Letters, Memos~ or Reports-for Someone·else's Signatur~. 
Qtie~tion~ If you take-~ictation~ type.letters and-reports, 
or compose -for the col!lpany -as. part· of your job · 
responsibilitiee, do you believe that _a knowleqge 
of punctuation, -- grallllll.ar, and sentence strl,lcture 
is very important~ of -some·importance, or not-very 
impox-tant?-
All 54 employees bel:i,~ve that in their work a knowle4ge of punctu-
.;: 
ation~. granunar, and sent~nce structure is very important., 
Question: Do any of the people.who dictate letter$ to you. 
dictat~ the :punctuation marks? 
Twenty-four of the secretarial workers who take·dictation are 
given punctuation marks by the one who dictates the letter. Paragraph 
indentions, periods, and commas.are most frequently dictated to the 24 
employees. Of course, some,transcribing of notes is from longhand. -
Th~ workers -gave,iriformation about.their changing the.punctuation 
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taken in dictation or from longhand when transcribing notes. 
Question: When you transcribe notes taken in dictation or from 
longhand do you ~ha.nge the dictated punctuation? 
Seven~ or 13 per centi of the 54 often make changes in punctuation 
during the t~anscribing of the notes (Table L). 















Correct Response Total 
Number of 
Employees 7 27 1 10 9 
Per Cent 
Employees 13 50 2 19 16 
Commientfl 9 at random, about making changes in punctuation: 
Making necessary changes is a part of 
my job 
My supervisor's punctuation seldom needs 
correcting 
I make s4re the corrections meet with my 
supervisor's approval before I type the 
letter 
Question: When you transcribe notes d;i.etateci to you or from 
longhand, do you make changes in the grammar (such 





The 54 s~cretarial workers provided information about their mak-. 
ing changes :i,n grammar wb,en they transcJ;1ibe from dictated notes or 
from longhand. Nine, or 17 per ceq.t, of the 54 often make changes in 
grammar (Table LI). 
TABLE LI 
STENOGRAPHIC EDITING .OF GRAMMAR 









Even Though , Grammar · 
Changes is Usually 
Are Needed ~·cot;"rect Response Total. 
Nl!l!l'lber of 9 32 0 9 4 54 
Ell!,ployees 
lP'~r C~nt 17 59 0 17 7 100 
of Employees 
Questio~~ Wh~n you tra~scribe notes.or type from longhand co~y, 
do you add words or substitute words for the dictated 
words in order to ma~e the meaning of the message 
more clear? 
Only 4 of the 54 employees indicated that they often add words or 
mak~ substitutions (Tab~e LII). 
Connnents ~ at random, . about mal,dng changes in word choice: 
I seldom add words or make substitutions 
because my ;;upervisor .usually thinks 
about what he wants to sa,y before dicta-
t ;ion is given 
I substitute words only with the approval· 
of my supervisor 
If I have any doubt about additions or 
substitutions changing the meaning, I 
check with the dictator 
TABLE LII 
STENOGRAPHIC EDITING OF WORD CHOICE 
l . 
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No 1 2 ·3 '+ 
ResEon~e Total 
Number of 4 34 2 9 5 54 
Employees 
Per Gent 7 63 4 17 9 100 
of Employees 
1. Often. Add Words or Ma'ke Substitutions 
2 •. Sometimes·Add Words or Make Substitutions 
3. Never Add Words of Substitute Words Even Thot1gh Change Would Make· 
Message More Clear 
4. Added Words or Substitutions Would Not Usually Make the Meaning 
More Clear 
Question:. When you transcribe o.r type from longhand copy, do 
you.change the order of the dictated message (such 
as rearranging sentence.structure or taking a 
sentence out of orte paragraph apd putting it in 
another paragraph) so that the meaning of.the 
message will. be more.clear and coherent? 
The 54 secretarial workers provided information about .. their 
changing the.order of the dictated message when they transcribe or 
type from longhand copy. Nineteen, or 35 per cent, of the 54 some-
times. change the order of the message· (Table LIU). 
Many workers believe they would never make these changes without· 
first discussing the change with the dictator.· 
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TABLE LIII 
S'I,'ElilOGRAPHIC CllANGING OF THE-ORDER OF THE MESSAG~ 
No 
1 2 3 4 Response· Total 
Number of 2 19 8 20 5 54 
Employees 
Per Cent 4 35 15 37 9 100 
of Employees ·. 
1. Often Change Order of the Message. 4. Sometimes Change the Order 
of the Message. 3. Never Change the Order Even Though Changes are 
ijeeded. 4. A Chang~ in the Order Would ~ot Usually Make Message 
More Clear. 
Question: Who would you say is basically responsible for 
spellin,g and punctuation in letters, memos, at1,d 
reports? 
Forty-four, or _82 per cent, of the 54 secretarial employees 
believe they are basically responsible for spelling and punctuating 
in letters, memos; ail,d reports (Table LIV). 
TAijLE LIV 
STENOGRAPHIC RESPONSIBILITY .FOR SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION 
· Who· Would You Say is Basically .Responsible for 
Spelling and Punctuating in Letters, Memos,. 
and Reports · 
The. Per~30t'l 
For.Whom No 
You Type You Botti. Response. Total. 
Number of 2 44 4 4 54. 
Employees 
Per Cent 4 82 7 7 100 
of Employees . 
Att.itudes. of the secretar:;Lal workers toward the respo'Q.sibility 
for correct spelling and punctuation are: 
The stenographer should find the super-
visor's errors and the supervisor should 
detect the stenographer's errors 
A secretary ia respons;i.b;I.e for the appear-
ance of a, letter; but.as for content, the 
responsibility is on.the pers9n dictating 
or composing the letter or report 
The secretary should help her supervisor 
in every.way _possible, and her making 
sure that letters.and reports have 
correct spelling and punctuation is one 
way to help 
During the.inter,view sessions with the 58 company managers who 
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have writing responsibilities (Chapters r:i;, IIJ;, and IV), many of these 
writers indicated a desire that their secretaries change spelling, 
grammar, and word choice where needed. Some of the writers th:1,.nk that 
the formatioq. and expression of ideas is their responsibility, and 
that the mechanics of the written ideas expressed in letters a'Q.d·re~ 
ports should ~e the responsibility o~ the _secretary or stenographer. 
Of course, not,all of the.company managers who compose let~ers, memos, 
and reports believe that.the responsibility for correct grammar, 
spelling 9 and punctuation should be left to the secretary. 
Attitudes of Dictators Toward Stenographers' Editing 
of Dictated Messages 
The 54 secretarial wor.kers provided information about the .atti-
tudes of the people for whom they type toward the stenographers' 
changes in.punctuation, grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. 
Ques1;:ion: Do you feel free to make changes i,;i. punctuation, 
grammar, word choiqe, and seq.tence structure? 
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foi;ty-two, or 78 per cent, of the 54 feel free to make changes 
in punctuation, grammar, word choice~ and sentence structure when they 
believe th_ese changes would help make_ the message more clear . (Table 
LV). 
TABLE LV 
STENOGRAPHIC FREEpOM; TO EDIT DICTATED MESSAGES 
Do You Feel Free to Make Changes-
in Dictat~~ Messa~es 
Yes No No Response Total. 
Number of Employees 42 7 5 54 
Per Cent of Employees 78 13 
Comments of the secretarial workers about making changes: 
Supervi~ors Si:1-Y they appreciate secretarial 
assistance 
My.supervisor-has always indicated that l 
was. _to feel free to .make.· changes if the 
changes would clarify the thought 
I change punctuation if it needs .to be, 
changed; but as.· for word choice or 
sentence structure, I leave it as it is. 
I never make·a.change in.word.choice because 
the supervis~rs have used the-words for so. 
long.that.they.would change. it back like 
they had it· · · 
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Question: What is the attitude of the people for whom you type 
(or transcribe) toward your mij.king changes.in punctu-
ation, grammar, word choice, i:!,nd sentence structure? 
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Forty-six of the 54 employees explained the attitude of the 
people for whomthey.type toward the stenographers' eq.iting of,dicta,ted 
messages. Eight.of the worke:r;-s made·no response. The gist .of all 46 
respon.aes.is that·the supervisor expects·the stenographer or secretary. 
to make corrections. where needed. A.bout half the workers .w)lo responded 
believe that changes are welcomed and that.the supervisors h~ve.a fine 
attitude toward·the·stenographer's editing. Only one secretary,did 
not have any.idea.about her supet'viser's attitude.toward·editing of 
messages by stenographers. 
Th~ fact· that many seG.retaries and stenographers have the respon-
sibility for editing dictated mes1:1ages, and the fact.that.many.of 
thes.e secretarial workers have the respoDisibility for composing 
letters, memos; .or reports for someone else's signature should be·of 
aignificance,to business educators in determining the amount and k;i.nds 
of business writing training that.secretarial, students shotlld undergo. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SlJMMARY; IMPLICATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS :F'OR fURTHER. RESEARCH . 
A summary.of the study, major findings with implications for 
writ:ing instruction:, anc;i suggestions ··for :l;urthe1.7. research follow. 
St1,mmary 
A study was .. made . of · the characteristics of writ ten conununica tions. 
and attitudes toward communication in the_Oklahom~.Gas and El~ctric 
Company, a,n independent investor-owned electric_ utility. Data ·about 
th~ status of conunµnicatic;m ca-qie from the. following sources: 
Fifty-eight company managers who.compose 
letters, memerandums, and reports as a, 
part of their job responsibil:ities were 
intervi,ewed. Th~oughout the following 
discussion, this group is referred to as 
"the writers." 
One hundred thirty-fpur company letters 
Ninety-nine clerical.personnel with 
cont:ributory responsibility for written 
communication 
Anewers were sought to the .following aspects.of communication in 
the.company: 
Who are·the personnel with writing respon-_ 
sibUiti~s? 
What are the conipany writ;:ers' attitudes· 




Wh~t are the managements' opinions regard~ 
ing selected aspects of oral and written 
communication within_the company? 
What.is the readability level of letters 
;i..n this_compiany? 
What kinds of workexperiences do the. 
workers have an4 what are the_educational 
backgrounds and attitudes of the workers 
in this company who have·a contributory 
responsibility for written communication? 
What -is the role of the .stenographer in 
written communication? 
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The problem was.to·get specific information from industry.that .. 
can serve.as a·guide to business educators regarding the businese 
writing knowledges.and skilh that undergraduate students should 
acquire at1d the experiences that they should undergo in,their pre-
employment written communications .. training. 
Major Findings 
The.findings follow the organization of the.thesis body; 
rersonnelwith Writ:i;ng R~sponsibilities 
1. In general, persot1nel.at the supervisory.level or higher 
compose letters, memQrand\lms; and ;reports as part of their job. 
2. Clerical personnel, in general, do not.compose letters, 
memorandums, and·reporte as part of the:i,r jol?. 
3. The wt:iters bel;f.eve that writi:p.g responsibilities begin 
earlier with new-. empl9yees now-. than. in former. year1;1. 
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4. The WJ;'iters spend about,20 per cen,t of their time in ful-
filling their writing responsibil:Lties. -
5. The majority of the.writers have ea.rned baccalaureate degrees. 
6. A variety-of coursework is of value in helping company 
writers with their wrtting responsibilities. 
7, All of _the writers believe that siµdents planning a career 
in industry should study business writing. 
Writers' Attitude!? Toward_Selec;,ted Aspects of Textbook Theory 
and Their Su~~estions for Improving Business Writing Instruc-
tion ' -
1. The majority of the company writers believe that writing 
predominantly in active voice is desirable. 
2. The majority of the writers believe that eliminating the 
expletive sentence beginning is desirabl,e. ];hey also favor the_elim-
ina~ion ,of deadwood phrases in business writing. 
3. ~ore than 75 per cent of the.writers favor the use of short, 
simple _words in busines1;1 writing. 
4. Almost all of _the company writers favor the use o:I; the you-:-
attitude in wr:itten communicatione. 
5. The majority of the writers believe that the conscious 
effort. t:o control the tone, in letter_s and. memorandums is desirable. 
6. More than 75 per cent o~ the writers' bel,ieve that the use 
of the success consciousness principle in written conununications.is· 
desira'Qle. 
7. All of the company writers favor the elimination of trite 
expressions • 
. 8. Company wr;i.teJ;:s believe that business educators· can improve, 
business -writing instruction by: 
Giving students many writtng assignments 
and·evaluating the assignments promptly 
Using treatments of writing theory in 
several textbooks rather than relying 
sole],y on one author's viewpoint 
Providing cla~sroom experiences in oral 
as well as written communication, since 
a correlation exist~ be1:ween effective 
speaking and effective writing 
Integrating writing instruction in each 
course in the business curriculum 
Managements~ Opinions Regarding Selected Aspects of Oral ai;1\i 
Written Communication Within the .Company 
],. The majority of the company managers are pleased with the 
amount·. and ~inds of. present company. communications, 
2. More than half of the company managers receive .a smal~ 
amount.of information through the grapevine m~th,pd. 
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3. More than 90 per cent of the company managers believe that 
most written communications that come to their offices are easy to 
read and. understan,d •. 
4. Most of the company managers view incoming communications 
as being more difficult to understand than company-generated material. 
5. Company managers favor .. the use of the telephone. for inter'"'. 
office communication .unless a written record.is required for the. 
file. 
Readabili.ty_ of .. Company Letter!;! . 
1. The majority of the company ;Letters that were analyzed show 
two main objectives: to inform and to maintain goodwill. 
2. The Gunning Fog Index averages reveal that the company 
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letters are generally easy to read and understand, so far as the 
Gunning Fog lndex measures readability. 
3. Most of the company writers make good use of strong, active-
voice verbs. 
Work Experience, Educational Background, and Attitudes Ei~ 
cI'i;rical·Personnel Toward Comml\nica1;:ion 
1. Less . than half of the clerical personnel have· responsibil-
ities on their present job for communicating to others in writing. 
2. The work experience backgrc;:>Und of the clerical personnel 
shows that many havelon~ records of service ;in the jobs they now 
hold. 
3. Only a small percentage of the clerical personnel took a 
business letter writing course in college. 
4. The clerical personne;J...who took a business letter writing 
course generally believe that they received help in the use of car-
rect grammar, spelling, format, and word choice. 
5. The majority of the clerical personnel believe they get.in-
formation .from company bulletin. boc;1rds that.they do.not get from 
other so4rces. 
6. The·majority of the c:)_erical personnel·read the information 
on the company.bulletin boards at.least once each day. 
7. Half of the . clei;·ical per1;1onnel have had the need to a1;1k 
peop1e other than their supervi1;1ors for information pertaining to 
their woik. 
8. Cleric,al.pe:rsonnel generally have·more confidence in their 
ability to communic1;J.te orally thap. they have in th,eir ability to 
communicate in writing. 
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9. In answer to questioning as to courses of value to them in 
their present job, secretarial/stenographic employees mentioned few 
coµrses other than shorthand, typewriting, and English. 
10. The majority of the secretarial employees believe they would 
accept a position, if offered, that required the composition of many 
letters or reports as part of the job duties. 
The Role,of the Stenographer in Written Communication ---------, 
1. The majority of the secretarial workers take 4ictation in 
shorthand. 
2. The majority of the secretarial workers believe they are 
basically responsible for spelling and punctuation in letters, memos, 
and reports, and that, therefore, a knowledge of punctuation, grammar, 
and sentence structure is vital. 
3. More than 75 per cent of the secretarial employees feel free 
to make changes in punctuation, grammar, word choice, and sentence 
structure when they believe these changes would help make the message 
more clear. 
Implications 
Based upon the responses of personnel in this one corporation, 
and insofar as these responses may be representative of personnel in 
other COl'.'l)Orations, several implicatio"Qs seem to be warranted. 
(1) The fact that many new employees who work in management-
trainee positions have writing responsibilities soon after employment ="'"~" 
suggests that bµsiness writing teachers emphasize to young people the 
immediacy of writing in jobs with industry. 
(2) Instruction in business letter writing can help young 
people write clearly and effectively on jobs in industry. 
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(3) The modern textbooks in busi.ness writing are presenting __,,.,.-
writing theory that is applicable to the types of writing found in 
industry. 
(4) Concbeness, corre.ctness in gramniar and spelling, and the 
principles of .the commun:j.cati<:>n process are important aspects of 
written communication instruction,. 
(5) Effective business comniunication depends upon the use of a 
combination of communication media. 
(6) The teaching of. busi.ness letter wr.iting to students in all 
secretarial programs would help these students adjust .to writing re-
sponsibilities they will have in industry. 
(7) Business writing instructors could better inform students 
about .comniunication situations in industry if instructors would 
accept jobs in industry quring the sumnier months or during vacati,;,n 
periods. Industry should make these jobs available to business writ-
ing teachers. 
(8) The teaching of typewriting, English, and shorthand courses 
continues to be important for the tr1;1ining of s~cretaries. 
(9) Written communication continues. as an important method of 
disseminating company information because company personnel consider. 
the wr.itten message to be more reliable than the oral message. 
---
(10) Business writing teachers need to know more about .how to /./"'.,, 
help students develop the proper attitude toward writing. 
(11) Business educators .can help students develop the proper 
attitude toward business. writing by rejecting the.dogmatic approach 
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to communication evident in .some textbooks. 
(12) Business educators should motivate students in the business 
writing classes by emphasizing the fact that success and advancement~ 
in industry depends upon the ability to communicate. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Suggestions for research in .business communication are: 
(1) The present study could be repeated in V?rious types of 
industries so that comparisons of data could be made. 
(2) Additional studies could be made of the effectiveness of 
letter writing and report writing in industry with the receivers as 
the major sources of data. 
(3) Research is needed to determine to what extent industry 
uses computerized messages and how industrial technology will influ-
ence the area of business communiaation, business writing in partic-
ular. 
(4) A behavioral science study in how attit.udes 1;1re developed 
toward writing, vocabulary formation, and other aspects related to 
ve.rbal intelligence would have implications in business writing in--, 
struction; specifically in the area of how to develop irt students 
the proper at ti tu.de toward writing business letters and reports, 
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WR!l'ERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD SELECTED ASPECTS OF T~TBOOK THEORY AND 
TH~IR SUGGE;STIONS FOR IMPROVING BUSINESS WRITING INSTRUCTION 
1. Textbook authon write that pa$sive voiae constructions are usually 
longer and weaker than active ones. These writers say that the .use 
of "to be" verbs (be, is, am, are, was, were, been, being) usually 
produces flat writing, partly because it leads to a passive styleo 
Writi,;,.g predominantly in active voice in company communications 
is 
Highly important ---_____ Of Some Importance 
____ Of Very Little Importance 
___ No Opinion 
2. Some. textbook authors state that "there are" and "it was 1' begin~ 
nings (expletives) delay the real idea of the sentence. The 
sentence "There are.l mil+ion people in Cincinnati" is not.so 
vivid as "One million people '.1-ive in Cincinnati." 
In industry, the elimination of expletives in writing ts 
Highly Important ---~---Of Some Importance 
Of Very Little,Importance - ........ ~ No Opinion ---
3. Some business communicators refer to wasteful expressions as being 
deadwood phraseso They say that these phrases take the long way 
around and contribute nothing to the written message •. Some of 
these expressions listed in textbooks are, At an early date (for 
"soon!'), at this time (for "now"), and due to the fact that (for 
"because"). 
The elimination of deadwood phrases in writing is 
~Highly Important 
Of Some Importance ---~---Of.Very Little Importance 
No Opinion ---
4. Textbook authors say that trite expressions and jargon are in-
clined to dull interest and put the reader to sleep instead of 
sti'lllulating his mind to action, Tr·ite expressions have been 
.called "bromides" because of the use.of bromides as.sedatives 
and sleep-inducing medicines. Trite expres$ions include: Thanking 
you for pa.st favors, As per your letter, Attached please find, 
Trusting to receive, Pursuant to your request, Please be advised, 
etc, 
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The elimination of trite expiessions in company writing is 
Highly Important ---___ of.Some Importance 
Of Very Little Importance ---No Opinion ---
5. Some b1,1siness communicators mention that writers should shun big 
words when simpler words are just as effective. The one-syllable 
word may "pack a heavier punch" than the many-syllable word. The 
following pairs are close. eno1.,1gh to 'be often interchangeable: 
about for approximately, find out for ascertain, first for initial~ 
get for obtain, give for render, enough for sufficient, etc. 
The use of one-syllable words in place of many-syllable words is 
~-....;Highly Important 
___ Of.Some Importance 
_____ Of Very Little Importance 
No Opinion __ ....; 
6. Communications writers say that the "you-attitude" in letter.writ-
ing emphasizes benefits to the reader while subordinating the 
· writer's interests. In this appro~ch, the writer shows that he 
is thinking of the reader and his welfare. 
The use.of the 11you-attitude" in company communications is 
-~~Highly Important 
~--Of Some Importance 
~--Of Very Little Importance 
___ No Opinion 
7, One textbook states that letters have greater prospects for success 
if .the writer focuses on positive ideas. A positive statement 
followed by its negative counterpart: We can definitely assure you 
your table by September 28 (We are sorry that we cannot furnish the 
table by September 15), Negative words include "sorry," "unfortu-
nately~" "delay," "cannot," and "inconvenience." 
The use of.positive tone in companr communications is 
____ Highly Important 
Of Some Importance ---___ of Very Little Importance 
No Opinion ---
8. Success consciousness is the conf:1,dent attitude that the ree.der 
will do what the writet" asks or accept the decision the letter 
announceso The writer should gu~rd against any phrasing which 
suggests that the reader.may not take the action that is suggested 
by.the writer. The statement "If you'd like" reminds the reader 
of his option to reject the p·roposaL "Rope," "trust," and. "if" 
are destroyers of success consciousness. The implication of doubt 
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are.removed quickly with this statement: "We're glad to send you 
this informat;i..on," 
The p:rinciple of "success consciousness" in company writing is 
-----Highly Important 
~--Of Some Importance 
Of Very Little Importance --,.--
_..._._No Opinion 
9. We would appreciate your suggestions for course content in business 
communications, What should we be teaching in business.communica-
tions? 
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MANAGEMENTS' OPINIONS REGARPlNG SELEGTEP ASPECTS OF ORAL 
AND WRITTEN CQMMUNlC~TION WITHIN THE COMPANY 
l. Do you get enough information? 
Too m1.1ch -------'About right 
____ Not enough 
2. What kinds of information do. you need more o:O 
---~How to do job 
Company policies -----_Industry "picture" 
aenefits ---Work rules ---...-...-Other (Specify) 
Don't need nny more --,.--
3. Where do you get most of.your information? 
Company publications ---___ Innnediate supervisor 
____ Fellow employees 
___ Meetings 
__ Other (Specify) 
4. Do you feel free to ask your supervisor for help in your work? 
_____ Always feel free 
Usually feel free ----Seldom feel free ---Never feel free ----
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5, Are most written communications in your office easy to read and 
t!nderstand? 
_,,,,~_Most are easy to read and understand 
~---They are usually easy to read and understand 
~~-They are seldom easy to read and understand 
___ They are never easy to read and underst~nd 
6. What are the chief things tqat make written communications in your 
office hard to 1,1nderstan9? 
Poor grammar .. ---___ Poor organiza~ion 
____ Too long and wor4y 
____ Too much jargon or techni~al termi~ology 
Paragraphs and sentences poorly constructed ---Other ----
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7. W):i.at particular types of written message$ are th~ most difficult 
to read and understand? 
Incoming letters ---___ carbon copies of outgoing letters 
Interoffice Memor~ndums ---___ Company business reports 
___ Company bulletins and publications 
___ Informal notes. 
Trade Publications ---Government News Digests ---__ No difficulty 
Other ---
8. The written mater$.al you now receive but do not read includes 
___ Incoming letters 
___ Carbon copies of outgoing letter~ 
.Interoffice Memorandums ---_,,___Company business reports 
___ Company bulletins and publications 
Informal notes · ---____ Trade publications 
___ Government news digests 
·other -----




10. In your communication with other departments within the company~ 
which method of communication do you prefer? 
Telephone ---~~-Written message 
Personal visitation to office ---_____ Convey message during coffee break 
.Other ---
llo How much company information d(l) yov. receive by the grapevine 
method? 
___ A large amount 
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l, What is your job cl~ssification? 
2,. How long have you been assigned to the specific job yQu now hold? 
3. Please list any work assignments you had with this company, if any, 
prior to your present assignm,n~. If none, check here ___ 
1. ____________ For about hc;,w long?.....,... ____ __,. __ ___ 
2, _____________ For about how long? ________ _ 
3. __________ Fo; about how long? ________ _ 
4. Please list jobs held before employment with thi$ company. If· 
none, check here ...--...--..... 
1.---------.--,,......-- For about. how long? _____ .,..,.._,.. __ 
2. ___________ For about how long?_..,_ ______ _ 
3. ____________ For about how long? ________ _ 
5. Did yo'l.1 attend a college or university? Yes No __ 
6. Do you hold a college degre~? Yes Np __ 
7, Wh~t was your major.field of study in college? (if applicable) 
8. Please list...:.-in the order cf importance--the three college courses· 
that you believ~ have helped you the most in your work with this 
company, (if applicable) 
2. ---------------
9. Do you have any responsibilities on your present job for co~uni-
cat;.ing to others ,.!!!. writing? Yes No __ 
If Yes, please.explain. 
10. Did you have writing responsibilities on any jobs previous to your 
present job? Yes No !f Yes, please expla~n. 
11, How wou;J.d you rate y9ur ability to.communicate·illfomation to 
others orally in compat:l.son wit;:h ot'llet; company.employees? 
____ Above average 
Average ---_____ Below averag~ 
Don't know ...,.... __ 
12, How would you rate your ability to comm:u.nicate · information to 
others in:w.riting (for example, bus~ness letters and reports) 
in cQmparison with other company eml)loyees?. 
__ ...._._Above average 
___ Average 
......,. __ Bel.ow average 
.Don't know ---
~le~se explain why you rate your writing ability this way. 
13, How do you rate yourself as a lis~ener? 
_____ Above average 
___ Average 
_,_..,_~Below average 
.Have no idea -----
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14. If ·you were offered a position that required the.composition of 
many letters and/or rep~rts as part ot your duties, what.do you 
anticipate your reaction m:t,gh~. be-.? 
15, ijave you ever attended a short cqurse in lett;:er writing? 
Yes. No ---!£ so, was.it of value to you? Yes No ----How, or why not? _______________________ __,, ______ __,. __ 
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16. Did you take any business communication courses in ~ollege? (if 
applicable) Yes No ---
If Yes, what diq you take _______________ -.----~---'"-
What did you like about the course, and what did you not like, 
if anything? 
17, Do you ever get information from company bulletin boards that you 
don't get from other sources? Yes No --'---
If your answer is Yes, please tell the type of.information you 
receive. 
18. How often do you read the information on the company bulletin 
board? 
Several times each day ---,, 
_____ At least once eacl).. day 
__ Other (:Please Specify) 
19. Are locations and sizes of bulletin boa~ds 
---~about right for the communication purposes intended 
-.----inadequate for the communication purposes intended 
20, In regard to the loGation of· bullet!~ boards, is the placement 
of the boards 
___ satisfactory (placed in a.reas where they would be easily 
noticed by employees) 
unsatisfactory (placed in."hidden" areas where employees --- would need to make a special etfort to read 
the bulletin boards) 
21, Please sug~est ways in which you think bulletin boards might be 
made more effective as.a comm~nication medium. 
2,Z. In your opinion, wha'!: is the ma;ln purpose served by bulletit;i 
boards in your.company? 
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23. Do you ever have need to a~k people other than your supervisor 
for information pertaining to your·work? Yes No __ _ 
If so, please exlain. 
24, Do you ever get.information from fellow woirkers.before you get, 
the same information through official channels? 
Yes No~·~-
If your answer is Yes, is the information received from your 
fell ow workers always correct? Yes - No __ _ 
25. Ar~ you, in general, told everything you want to know about your 
job and your company? Yes No __ 
If your answer is No, please explain. 
The remaining questions, (26 through 35) are.to be.an~wered only 
by secretaries, stenographers, and typists. 
26. What, part do you play in the proce.ss of writing letters, memos, 
and·reports? 
Do you take dictation in.shorthand? ---___ no you type letters, memos; or reports for signature? 
___ Do you have the responsibility for composing (all or 
in part) le(ters, memos, or reports for someone elseis 
signature? 
____ Other (Please Explain) 
27. If you take dictation, type let'l:ers and repo:i:-ts, or compose for 
the c;:ompany as part.of your job responsibil~ties, do you believe 
that knowleqge of pµnctuation, g~~mmar, and sentence structure is 
__ ._Very important 
___ Of some , importanc;e · 
-~~Not very important 
28. Do.any of the.people who dictat~.letters to you dictate the 
punctuation marks? 
Yes No --- --- If your. answer is Yes, which marks are . dictated? 
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29. When you transcribe notes t~ken in dictation or trom longhand do 
you change the dictated punctuation? 
___ Often make changes. 
----Sometimes make changes 
.,.____,._N_ever mlike changes .even though you feel chap.ges are needed 
--.--The dictated punctuati~n is usually correct 
Please comme1,1t if ,you desire. 
30. When you transcribe notes dictated to y9u or trom ~onghand, do 
you.make.changes in the.giammar (such as changing a "was" to 
"were" etc.)~· 
_.....,._Ofte~ make.changes in grammar 
___ Sometimes make ch(lnges in gram11lar 
___ Never make cha~ges even t~ougb you feel changes are needed 
_ _,.._The dictated grammar,is usually correct 
Please comment if you.desire, 
31. When you transcribe notes or type from longhand copy, do you add. 
words or substitute wor(is for the dictated words in.order to make 
the meaning of the message more clear? 
Often add.words or make substitutions. ---.---_sometimes add words or make substitution~ 
___ Never add words or substitute words even though you 
feel such changes.would make the message more clear 
Added words or substitutions would not usually make ---the.meaning more clear 
Please comment if you desire 
32, When you.transcribe or type from longhand copy, do you change the 
order of .the dictated message (such as rearranging sentence 
structur~ or taking a. sentence out of Qne paragraph and putting 
it in another paragraph) so that the meaning of the message will 
be more clear and coherent? 
___ Often change the order o·f the message . 
Sometimes change the order of-the m~ssage ------~Never change the order even though you feel changes ar~ 
needed 
_____ A change in the order wo~ld not ~sually make the message 
more.clear 
131. 
Pl~ase comment if you desire 
33. Do_yo1,1 feel free to make changes:in punqtuation, grammar, word· 
choice, and. sentence , s true ture when. you .believe these ·. changes 
would help .make .the message more' clear? Yes No 
Please c,ommertt·if you desire 
34. Whl:!,t is. the at.titude of the .people for whom you.type .. (or 
transcribe) toward your.making ch~nges in punctuation, grammar, 
word cqoice, and sentence structure? 
35. Whq would you say .. is baei~ally respo:o.sib:J,.e for spelling and . 
punctuation in letters; memoei; 1:1,nd repqrts? 
The pei::son,for wholll you.type ...-~-
You --,---
Please· .comment if you. desire 
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